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The programs RATFU, INVLAP and INVZTR 

1. Introduction 

During the academic year 1987·1988 a group at the Eindhoven University of Teclmology studied 
the possibilities for the use of the computer algebra system MuMath in the undergraduate service 
teaching of mathematics. Obviously. such an computer algebra package should be used at those 
places where the students usually meet a lot of computational problems that are irrelevant for the 
concepts they are trying to master. An example of such a situation occurs with the partial fraction 
decomposition of a rational function. This is not a teaching goal in itself. but only a tool needed 
e.g. when finding a primitive or the inverse Laplace transform of a rational function. It soon 
turned out that the partial fraction decomposition as provided by MuMath was not quite satisfac
tory. so the group started to develop a software package written in the MuMath programming 
language MuSimp for the partial fraction decomposition. After some time. this resulted in three 
different programs: RA TFU for finding the partial fraction decomposition, a primitive or a 
definite integral of a rational function, INVLAP for finding the inverse Laplace transform of a 
rational function and INVZTR for finding the inverse z-transform of a rational function. 

The group consisted of W.van Meeuwen, H.Smits, K.Rijpkema and the author of this report. 
Without the stimulating discussions in the group, the programs would never have come to an end. 
Particularly, the author is indebted to W.van Meeuwen who pointed out the power of some 
discrete mathematics techniques for solving the problems arising with the programming. 

This report presents the documentation of each of these programs. It contains the source files, 
together with an explanation on the mathematics behind it and some comments on the program
ming, and consists of the following sections: 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the programming language MuSimp. 

2. Some general remarks 

2.1 Which numbers can be used? 

Each of the programs RA TFU, INVLAP and INVZfR deals with a rational function, i.e. a quo

tient of two polynomials. What numbers are allowed as coefficients of these polynomials? 
In MuMath, there are no problems for doing computations with rational numbers. Computations 
with irrational numbers are possible too, but for complicated repeated computations it turns out to 

be very difficult, if not impossible, to use the rules for addition, multiplication, division in such a 
way that the final result has the same simplicity as we would have attained when doing the 
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computations by hand. An example is provided by the MuMath package itself. The algorithms for 
finding the roots of a cubic equation have been implemented, but the result is insatisfactory in the 
sense that when there are simple values for the roots, these simple values may be practically 

unrecognizable from the results produced by MuMath. 

Hence after some time we decided that the algorithms we were looking for should satisfy the fol

lowing conditions: 

mathematically they are correct for polynomials with real coefficients, 

when the coefficients are rationals. then only arithmetic with rational numbers is needed. 

Consequently, the resulting programs have the following properties: 

when a rational function with rational coefficients is entered, the programs will be able to 
find the results we are looking for in a reasonable short time (provided that the user can 
indicate how the denominator must be decomposed in factors of degree less than three), 

when some of the coefficients are irrational numbers, then in most cases the computer will 

be able to find the wanted result, but the computation time can be considerable and the 

resulting coefficients may not have the simplest representation. 

2.2. The global variables VARIN and V AROUT 

A function would not be a function without a variable being involved. When running any of the 
programs, a rational function must be entered. The program INVLAP computes the inverse 

Laplace transform of this function. Usually, the functions of which we take the Laplace transform 
have the variable t. while the Laplace transforms have the variable s. Hence we have to enter a 
function in s, and expect to get back a function in t. Therefore, for the program INVLAP the 
input-variable VARIN gets the value's and the output-variable V AROUT gets the value' t. Simi

larly, INVzrR has VARIN = 'z and V AROUT = 't, and RATFU has VARIN = V AROUT = IX. 

These two variables are global variables. They get their values when the program is started. 

2.3. Internal representation of polynomials 

A rational function is the quotient of two polynomials. Internally, a polynomial will be 
represented by the list of its coefficients, the leading coefficient first Hence the degree of a poly

nomial is one less than the length of its list and the first element of the list is non-zero. The only 
exception is the zero polynomial, which is represented internally by '(0). 

2.4. Structure of the programs 

Each of the programs RA1FU, INVLAP and INVZfR has a similar structure. After having 
entered a rational function, the program starts with decomposing the function as a sum of rational 
functions of the type t I q" where t and q are polynomials, n is a positive integer and all polyno

mials q are relatively prime. These rational functions are collected on a list named PREPAR
FRAC. 
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The program RA TFU transforms this list into a list INTEGRALS, of which the elements are the 
primitives of the functions on PREP ARFRAC. Therefore a primitive of the function entered is 
the smn of the functions on the list INTEGRALS. Similarly. the programs INVLAP and INVZTR 

transform the list PREPARFRAC into a list of functions of which the sum is the inverse Laplace 
transform or the inverse z-transform of the function entered. 

Let us consider which functions can occur on these lists. All functions on the list PREPARFRAC 
are rational functions. A function on the list INTEGRALS may be a rational function, a constant 

times a logarithm of a rational function or a constant times an arctangent of a polynomial. A 
function on the list produced by INVLAP will be a polynomial, a polynomial times an exponen
tial function, maybe still multiplied by a sine or a cosine function. Similarly. a function on the list 
produced by the program INVZfR will be a polynomial, maybe multiplied by at, maybe multi
plied by a sine or by a cosine function. 

2.5. Internal representation of functions 

Any function on the lists of functions used by the programs will be a list of three elements 

(PbPZ,P3)' 
If the function is a rational/unction of the form tlqlt, thenpi will be the polynomial t, pz will 
be the polynomial q and P3 will be the positive integer n. Consequently, if the rational function 
happens to be a polynomial, thenpi will be that polynomial,pz will be '(I) andP3 will be 1. 

If the function is a polynomial times the logarithm of a rational function, then PI will be the 

polynomial, pz will be the name LOG and P3 will be the rational function. 
If the function is a polynomial times the arctangent of a polynomial. then P 1 will be the polyno
mial coefficient, pz will be the name ATN and P3 will be the polynomial argument. If the func
tion is a polynomial times exp (ax), sin (ax) or cos (ax). then PI will be the polynomial 
coefficient, pz will be the name EXP, SIN or COS and P3 will be the number a. 
If the function is a polynomial times exp (ax) sin (13x) or exp (ax) cos (13x). then P I will be the 
polynomial coefficient, P2 will be the name ESIN or ECOS and P3 will be the list '(a., ~). 

The function D(n, t) has the value 1 if the variable t equals n and 0 otherwise. If the function is a 
polynomial times D(n. t), then P I will be the polynomial coefficient, pz will be the name D and 

P3 will be the number n. 
If the function is a polynomial times ri, then PI will be the polynomial coefficient, pz will be the 
nameEXPr andp3 will be the number a.. 

If the function is a polynomial times at sin ~t) or ri cos ~t)f then P I will be the polynomial 
coefficient, pz will be the name EXSIN or EXCOS and P3 will be the list '(a., ~). 

3. The main programs 

When any of the programs is started from DOS. the first function that is evoked is the function 
DRIVER. It is similar to a DOS batchfile, it contains the list of functions that are consecutively 

executed. 



3.1. FUNCTION DRIVER (). 

USE 0, 

RUN 0, 

SYSTEM(}, 

ENDFUN$ 
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First the function USE [3.2] is executed. This function prints some messages on the screen on 

how the irogram has to be used. Then the work is done by means of the function RUN [3.5]. After 

completing the job, we return to DOS by means of the MuMath function SYSTEM. 

The following is a listing of the function USE for the program INVZfR; the functions USE in the 

other programs are similar. 

3.2. FUNCTION USE O. % for INVZfR % 

CLRSCRN(), 

PRINTLINE ("Program INVZfR 
NEWLINE(), 

version L 1 E"). 

PRINTLINE ("Copyright (C) 1988 Eindhoven University of Technology"). 

PRINTLINE (" Department of Mathematics and Computing Science "). 

PRINTLINE (" Groep Basis Onderwijs"). 

NEWLINE (2). 

PRINTLINE ("This program can be used for finding the inverse z-transform of a rational"), 

PRINTLINE (" function. This function should be entered as a function of the variable Z."), 

PRINTLINE ("The inverse function is printed as a function of the variable t. "), 

PRINTLINE ("O(n,t) represents the function that is 1 if t = n and 0 otherwise."), 

NEWLINE(), 

PRINTLINE ("Input of a function, zero or factor must be closed by ;<CR>"). 

NEWLINE(), 

PRINTLINE (liThe choice from the menu is made by simply pressing the key with the desired"). 

PRINTLINE (lfnumber without ;<CR>."), 

NEWLINE(), 

PRINTLINE ("Use <Esc> of <CtrlxBreak> for interrupting the program"). 

NEWLINE(), 

PRINTLINE ("Two types of z-transform exist:"). 

PRINTLINE (" 1. the sequence is transformed into a power series in Zlf). 

PRINTLINE (If 2. the sequence is transformed into a power series in liz"). 

NEWLINEO. 

PRINT ("Which type of z-transform do you use? "). 

ZfYPE: KEY (,(12», 

BLOCK 

WHEN ZfYPE = 1. ZfYPE: TRUE EXIT, 

ZfYPE: FALSE 

ENDBLOCK, 



VARIN: 'z, VAROUT: 't 

ENDFUN$ 
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This function consists practically completely of print statements. At the beginning the CLRSCRN 
function [3.3] is used for clearing the screen and at the end we use the KEY function [3.4] for 

making a choice which type of z-transform is used. The global variable ZfYPE has the value 

TRUE if the z-transform yields power series in z and FALSE otherwise. Obviously, this global 

variable is not needed in the programs RATFU and lNVLAP. 

Finally, the global variables VARIN and VAROUT are sel as needed for the inverse z-transform. 

The function CLRSCRN is contained in the MuMath package. However, on some IBM

compatible PC's the MuMath version did DOl work, so we redefined the function CLRSCRN by 

sending the ANSI escape sequence for CLS to the screen. Of course. this requires the 

CONFIG.SYS file to contain the statement DEVICE = ANSI.SYS. 

3.3. CLRSCRN (), 

PRINT (ASCII (27». 

PRINT (ASCII (91», 

PRINT (ASCII (50», 

PRINT (ASCII (74» 
ENDFUN$ 

The function KEY (LIST) is a kind of pause-function. It waits for pressing one of the keys whose 

names are on LIST. As soon as this happens, the name is printed on the screen and the execution 

of the program is continued. 

3.4. FUNCTION KEY (LIST), 

LOOP 

WHEN MEMBER (CONCHAR 0, LIST), 

PRINTLINE (SCAN) EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The following listing shows the function RUN for the program RA TFU. 

3.5. FUNCTION RUN (FUNC, PREPARFRAC, INTEGRALS, AVX, MENU, A, B. POLE), 

NUMNUM: DENNUM: NUMDEN: DENDEN: O. 
CLRSCRN (), PRINT ("Program RATFU"). NEWLINE (2). 

AVX: ENTER 0, 
FUNC: POP (AVX), 

PREPARFRAC: POP (AVX), 

LOOP 
CLRSCRN 0, PRINT ("Program RATFU"), NEWLINE (2), 
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PRINT ("Function: It), PRTMATH (FUNC), NEWLINE (2). 

BLOCK 
WHEN MENU = 2 OR (MENU = 3 AND POLE < 1), 

WHEN INTEGRALS EXIT, 

INTEGRALS: INTEGRATE (PREPARFRAC) EXIT 

ENDBLOCK. 

BLOCK 

WHEN MENU = 3, 

WHEN POLE = 1 EXIT, 

PRINT ("Primitive: "), 

PRINTLIST ONTEGRALS), 
PRINT (ft + Cft), NEWLINE (2) EXIT, 

PRINT ("Decomposition: ft), 

PRINTLIST (pREPARFRAC), NEWLINE (2) 

ENDBLOCK, 

BLOCK 
WHEN MENU = 2, 

PRINT ("Primitive: "), 

PRINTLIST (INTEGRALS), 
PRINT (n + C"), NEWLINE (2) EXIT, 

WHEN MENU = 3, 
PRINT ("Integral from n), PRTMATH (A), 

PRINT (" to "), PRTMATH (B), PRINT (": "), 

EVALUATE (INTEGRALS, A, B, POLE), 

NEWLINE (2) EXIT, 

WHEN MENU = 4, 
PRINT ("Panial fraction decomposition: "), 

PRINTLIST (pARFRAC (pREPARFRAC», 
NEWLINE (2) EXIT, 

ENDBLOCK, 

MENU: MENU 0, 
WHEN MENU < 2 EXIT, 

BLOCK 

WHEN MENU = 3, 
NEWLINE(), 

LOOP 

A: EV AL (INPUT ("Lower limit"», 

WHEN NUMB (A) OR A = 'INF OR A = -'INFEXIT 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

B: EV AL (INPUT ("Upper limit"», 
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WHEN NUMB (B) OR B = 'INF OR B = -'INF EXIT 

ENDLOOP, 

POLE: POLETEST (pREPARFRAC, A, B) 

EXIT, 

POLE: 0 

ENDBLOCK 

ENDLOOP, 

WHEN MENU = 1, RUN 0 EXIT 

ENDFUN$ 

First the MuMath control variables NUMNUM, NUMDEN, DENNUM and DENDEN are set to 

O. TIle function ENTER [6.7] produces a list of two elements. The first is the rational function 

that we have entered and the second is the list PREP ARFRAC. Both are printed on the screen. 

Since in the first run of the loop the variable MENU is FALSE, now the function MENU (3.6] is 

invoked. It results in the variable MENU having one of the values 0, ... , 4, where 0 means that the 

execution of RUN and ofRATFU has to be terminated. 1 means that the function RUN has to be 

rerun, and 2, 3 and 4 mean that a primitive. a definite integral or the partial fraction decomposi

tion have to be computed. For computing a definite integral, i.e. if MENU = 3, the integration 

limits A and B have to be entered. This is done using the function INPUT [6.1], and the function 

NUMB [6.3] verifies that the input indeed is a number when it is not INF or -INF. Then. using the 

function POLETEST [9.1], the control variable POLE gets the value 1 if there are poles in the 

integration interval. Now the loop is redone. The screen is cleared and the function is printed. In 

the first block, when needed and when not done before, the list of primitives INTEGRALS is 

computed by the function INTEGRATE [8.1]. Next, in the second block, some additional infor

mation is printed: the list PREPARFRAC or, when a definite integrals must be computed and 

there are no poles in the integration interval, the primitive. 

Then the tasks 2, 3 and 4 are performed in the third block in the loop. The definite integral is 

computed by the function EVALUATE [9.3] and the complete partial fraction decomposition is 

found with the function PARFRAC [7.1]. 

For the programs INVLAP and INVZfR the function RUN is simpler. By replacing LAPLACE 

with ZBACK in the following listing of the RUN-function for INVLAP one finds the RUN

function of INVZfR. 

FUNCTION RUN (FUNC. PREPARFRAC, AVX, MENU), 

NUMNUM: DENNUM: NUMDEN: DENDEN: 0, 

CLRSCRN (), PRINT ("Program INVLAP"), NEWLINE (2), 

A VX: ENTER 0, 

FUNC: POP (A VX). 

PREPARFRAC: POP (AVX), 

CLRSCRN 0, PRINT ("Program INVLAP"), NEWLINE (2), 

PRINT ("Function: "), PRTMA TH (FUNC), NEWLINE (2), 

PRINT ("Inverse: If), 



AVX: LAPLACE (pREPARFRAC), 

BLOCK 
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WHEN ATOM (AVX), PRINT ("does not exist!") EXIT, 

PRINTLIST (A VX) 

ENDBLOCK, 

NEWLINE (2), 

MENU: MENU 0, 

WHEN MENU = I,RUN() EXIT 

ENDFUN$ 

The functions LAPLACE [11.1] and ZBACK [12.1] compute the inverse Laplace transform and 

the inverse z-transform respectively of the rational function. 

The function MENU can result only in the values 0, which means to terminate RUN and thereby 

RA TFU, and 1 which means another run of RUN. 

Now we tum to the listing of the function MENU for RA TFU. In the programs INVLAP and 

INVZTR, the function MENU has only the options 0 and 1. 

3.6. FUNCTION MENU (), 

PRINTLINE ("Menu:"), NEWLINE 0, 

PRINTLINE ("0 Exit 

PRINTLINE ("2 Primitive 

1 Redo"), 

3 Definite integral"), 

PRINTLINE ("4 Partial fraction decomposition"), 

NEWLINE(), 

PRINT ("Which number? "), 

KEY ('(0 1 2 34» 

ENDFUN$ 

4. Utilities 

In this section we describe some functions that are used in the computations. We start with some 

functions for manipulating polynomials. A polynomial is a list of numbers with a non-zero 

number at head, unless the polynomial is the zero polynomial '(0). 

The first listing shows a function for removing leading zeros from a list of numbers. Due to the 

fact that in MuMath the number zero can be written as a sum of irrational numbers, we have to be 

careful with the testing of whether a number is zero. Therefore first the MuMath control variables 

are set to the values NUMNUM = 30, DENNUM = NUMDEN = DENDEN = -30. When evaluat

ing the first number of the list, a representation is obtained with a common denominator and a 

numerator which has been written as a sum as much as possible. But even when the value of the 

numerator is zero, it still can show as a sum of irrational numbers, for example as 2A(5/2)-

4*2"(1/2). Therefore the first element of the list is evaluated once again, but this time with NUM

NUM = -30. Now the result should be zero when the value is zero. 
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4.1. FUNCTION REMO (LIST, % local % H, NUMNUM, DENNUM, NUMDEN, DENDEN), 

NUMNUM: 30, DENNUM: NUMDEN: DENDEN: -30, 

LOOP 

H: EV AL (FIRST (LIST», 
NUMNUM: -30, H: EV AL (H), NUMNUM: 30, 

WHEN NOT ZERO (H), LIST EXIT, 
WHEN ONE (LENGTH (LIST», '(0) EXIT, 
POP (LIST) 

ENDLOOP, 

ENDFUN$ 

We want a polynomial to be printed on the screen as the product of a number FAC times a poly
nomial of which the coefficients do not have a denominator and do not have a common factor. 
The next :function computes this number FAC. 

First the list A VX is constructed. It contains the list of factors of all non-zero elements of LST in 
such a way that when an element of LST can be written as a sum, the list of factors of each of the 

tenns of this sum becomes an element of A VX. Obviously, when A VX contains less than two 
elements then FAC = 1. Now we replace LST with AVX. Let TERM be the first element ofLST, 
let T be the integer factor of the numerator of TERM, let N be the integer part of the denominator 
of TERM and let F be the list of the remaining factors of TERM. Then for each of the remaining 
elements TERM of LST we let F be the list of those factors on F that are also member of TERM, 

T be the greatest common divisor of of T and the integer factor of the numerator of TERM and N 
be the least common multiple ofN and the integer part of the denominator of TERM. Then FAC 

is TIN, multiplied by each of the factors on F. 

4.2. FUNCTION FACT (LST, AVX, TERM, FAC, T, N, F, TO. NO, H, NUMNUM. DENNUM, 

NUMDEN), 

NUMNUM: 30, DENNUM: NUMDEN: 6, 
LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (LST) EXIT, 

H: EV AL (pOP (LST». 
BLOCK 

WHEN ZERO (H) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (H) = • +, 

LST: APPEND (REST (H), LST) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (H) = '*, PUSH (REST (H), A VX) EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (H), A VX) 

ENDBLOCK 

ENDLOOP, 

WHEN LENGTH (AVX) < 2, 1 EXIT, 

LST: AVX. T: I, N: I, 



TERM: POP (LST), 

LOOP 

H: pop (TERM), 

BLOCK 
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WHEN INTEGER (H). T: T * ABS (H) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (H) = ." AND INTEGER (SECOND (H» 

AND THIRD (H) = -1. 

N: N SECOND (H) EXIT, 

PUSH(H, F) 

ENDBLOCK. 

WHEN ATOM (TERM) EXIT 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

TERM: POP (LST). 

BLOCK 

WHEN ATOM (F) EXIT, 

AVX: F, F: FALSE, 

LOOP 

H: POP (A VX), 

BLOCK 

WHEN MEMBER (H, TERM), PUSH (H, F) EXIT 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (AVX) EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

ENDBLOCK, 

TO: I, NO: 1, 

LOOP 

H: POP (TERM), 

BLOCK 

WHEN INTEGER (H), TO: TO ABS (H) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (H) = ." AND INTEGER (SECOND (H» 

AND THIRD (H) = -1, 

NO: NO SECOND (H) EXIT 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (TERM) EXIT 

ENDLOOP, 

T: GCD (T, TO), N: LCM (N, NO), 

WHEN ATOM (LST) EXIT 

ENDLOOP, 

FAC: TIN, 
LOOP 



WHEN ATOM (F)EXIT, 

FAC: FAC * POP (F) 
ENDLOOP, 

FAC 

ENDFUN$ 
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The following functions [4.3] - [4.6) enable us to compute the sum, product, quotient an a power 

of a polynomial. The result of these functions is FALSE when some of the polynomial arguments 

are FALSE. The reader should verify that when the polynomials have rational coefficients, only 

rational arithmetic is used. The programming of these functions is straightforward. 

The function PLUS (A, B, c, D) computes C*A + D*B, where A and B are polynomials and C 

and D are numbers. If the function is evoked without a value for C or D, then C or D are set to 1. 

4.3. FUNCTION PLUS (A, B, C, D, % local % A VX, NUMNUM, NUMDEN, DENNUM, 

DENDEN), 

WHEN NOT A OR NOT B, FALSE EXIT, 

WHEN LENGTH (A) > LENGTH (B), PLUS (8, A, D, C) EXIT, 

BLOCK 

WHEN NOT C, C: 1 EXIT 

ENDBLOCK, 

BLOCK 

WHEN NOT D, D: 1 EXIT 

ENDBLOCK, 

A: REVERSE (A), B: REVERSE (8), 

NUMNUM: 30, NUMDEN: DENNUM: DENDEN: 6, 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (A) EX1T, 

PUSH (C ... POP (A) + D ... POP (8), A VX), 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (8) EXIT, 

PUSH (D ... POP (8), AVX) 

ENDLOOP, 

REMO(AVX) 

ENDFUN$ 

The function MUL T (A, B) multiplies the polynomials A and B. 

4.4. FUNCTION MULT (A. B, % local % AVX), 

WHEN ATOM (A) OR ATOM (B), FALSE EXIT, 

A: REVERSE (A), B: REVERSE (8), A VX: '(0), 
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LOOP 

A VX: PLUS (REVERSE (B), A VX, pop (A», 

WHEN ATOM (A), AVX EXIT, 

PUSH (0, B) 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The function DIV (NUM, DEN) produces a list with two polynomials Q and R such that the 

degree of R is less than the degree of DEN and NUM == Q * DEN + R. Obviously, DEN cannot be 

the zero polynomial. 

4.5. FUNCfION DIV (NUM, DEN, QUOTIENT, H, N, M), 

WHEN NOT NUM OR NOT DEN OR DEN = '(0), FALSE EXIT, 

N: LENGTH (NUM) - LENGTH (DEN), 

WHEN N < 0, LIST (,(0), NUM) EXIT, 

DEN: REVERSE (DEN), M: 0, 

LOOP 

WHEN M = N, DEN: REVERSE (DEN) EXIT, 

PUSH (0, DEN). M: M + 1 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

BLOCK 

WHEN LENGTH (NUM) = LENGTH (DEN), 

H: FIRST (NUM) I FIRST (DEN), 

PUSH (H, QUOTIENT), 

NUM: PLUS (DEN, NUM, -H) 

EXIT, 

PUSH (0, QUOTIENT) 

ENDBLOCK, 

N: N -1, 

WHENN = -1, LIST (REVERSE (QUOTIENT), NUM) EXIT, 

DEN: REVERSE (REST (REVERSE (DEN») 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The function EXP (A, N) computes the N-th power of the polynomial A, where N is a non

negative integer. 

4.6. FUNCTION EXP (A, N), 

WHEN NOT A OR NOT INTEGER (N), FALSE EXIT, 

WHEN NEGATIVE (N), FALSE EXIT, 

WHEN ZERO (N), '(1) EXIT, 
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WHEN ONE (N). A EXIT. 

WHEN EVEN (N). MULT (EXP (A. Nn). EXP (A. Nn» EXIT, 
MULT (A, EXP (A, N-I» 

ENDFUN$ 

The next two functions DIP (A) and !NT (A) compute the derivative and a primitive of a polyno
mial A, respectively. 

4.7. FUNCTION DIP (A, % local % ANS, N. NUMNUM). 

A: REST (REVERSE (A». N: 1. 

NUMNUM:30. 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (A) EXIT. 

PUSH (N '" POP (A), ANS), 
N:N+I 
ENDLOOP, 

WHEN ANS, ANS EXIT, 

'(0) 

ENDFUN$ 

4.8. FUNCflON!NT (A. % local % ANS, N), 

ANS: '(0). A: REVERSE (A), N: I, 

WHEN A = '(0), ANS EXIT, 

LOOP 

PUSH (poP (A) IN, ANS), 

WHEN ATOM (A), ANS EXIT. 

N:N+I 
ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The next function is the function EUCLIDES (A, B), where A and B are polynomials. It produces 

a list (OCD, CA, CB) of three polynomials such that OCD is the greatest common divisor of A 

and B with leading coefficient 1 and OCD = CA '" A + CB '" B. The programming uses the algo

rithm ofEuclides. Let Po = A and PI = B. Then, by division, we find polynomials q 1 and P2 such 
that Po = q IP 1 + P 2 and the degree of p z is less than the degree of p 1. Continuing this way, we 
find a sequence of polynomials q 1 •••• , qm and a sequence of polynomials Pz, ...• Pm+l of 

decreasing degree and with Pm +1 = 0 such that 
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Po =qIPI+PZ 

PI = q2P2 +P3 

Pm-l = qm Pm + Pm+l . 

Since Pm+l = 0, it is easily verified that Pm is the greatest common divisor of Po and P 1. Further, 

if some polynomial P can be written as P = ca Pi + cb Pi+l, then from Pi+l = PH -Pi qi we con

clude that P = cb PH + (ca -cb qi) Pi- Starting with Pm = 0 Pm-l + 1 Pm, we now can find poly

nomials ca and cb such that Pm = ca Po + cb P 1. 

4.9. FUNCfIONEUCLIDES (A, B, % local % Q, R, GCD, LST, CA, CB, H), 

WHEN A = '(0) AND B :::; '(0), FALSE EXIT, 

WHEN B = '(0), CA: LIST (1IFIRST (A», CB: '(0), 

LIST (MULT (A, CA), CA, CB) EXIT, 

H: DIY (A, B), 

Q: FIRST (H), R: SECOND (H), 

LOOP 

WHEN R = '(0) EXIT, 

PUSH (Q, LST), 
A: B, B: R, 

H: DIY (A, B), 

Q: FIRST (H), R: SECOND (H) 

ENDLOOP, 

GCO: B, CA: '(0), CB: '(1), 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (LST) EXIT, 

H:CB, 

CB: PLUS (MULT (POP (LST), CB), CA, -1), 

CA:H 

ENDLOOP, 

H: LIST (l/FIRST (GCO», 

GCD: MULT (GCD, H), 

CA: MULT (CA, H). 

CB: MULT (CB. H), 

LIST (GCD, CA, CB) 

ENDFUN$ 

Even when the coefficients of the polynomials are rationals, we often need the sign of an irra

tional number, for example the sign of the discriminant of a quadratic polynomial. Since in 

MuMath we do not have numerical approximations, finding the sign of a number is not as easy as 

it may seem to be. The function SIGN (X), that we are going to describe now, can at least find the 

sign of any number a + b V;;, where a , b and c are rational numbers. The value of SIGN (X) will 



be 1 if the number X is positive, 0 if X = 0 or when the function cannot find the sign of X and -1 

if X is negative. Further, the signs ofINF and -INFwill be 1 and -1. respectively. 

When X is INF. -INF or an integer, finding the sign is simple. 

When X is a power, i.e. when FIRST (X) = 'A, then we use the following rules: 

when the exponent is an even integer, then the sign is positive, 

when the exponent is an odd integer, then the sign is the sign of the base, 

when the exponent is an integer multiple of t, then the sign is positive, 

otherwise the sign cannot be found. 

When X is a sum, i.e. when FIRST (X) = '+, then the result will be 0 if the sign of one of the 

tenns cannot be found. Otherwise, the number POS will be the sum of the positive tenns and the 

number NEG will be the sum of the negative tenns. The sign of X then equals the sign of 
POS2 - NEG2. The setting of the control variables NUMNUM, NUMDEN. DENNUM and DEN

DEN is such that this number is represented with a common denominator written as a product and 

a numerator written as a sum. 

Similarly. when X is a product, i.e. when FIRST (X) = .:It, then the result will be 0 if the sign of 

one of the factors cannot be found. Otherwise the sign of X will be the product of the signs of the 

factors. 

Fmally, for any other number X the result will be O. 

Evoking the function SIGN for some number X usually results in quite a lot of other calls to the 

function SIGN, and it is possible that this process will never end. To prevent the occurrence of 
this infinite loop, there is a level counter L. When first evoking SIGN (without a second variable), 

this level counter actually has the value 8. When SIGN is working at level L, then every subse

quent call to SIGN will be at level L-l. When SIGN is called at level 0 and the argument is not an 
integer, then the value will be O. Hence any call to SIGN will end. Verify that the function SIGN 

indeed can find the sign of every number a + b ..Jc, where a , b and c are rationals. 

4.10. FUNCTION SIGN (X. L, % local % POS, NEG, H. N, NUMNUM, DENNUM, NUMDEN, 

DENDEN). 

WHEN X = 'INF. 1 EXIT. 

WHEN X = - 'INF,-l EXIT, 

NUMNUM: 30. DENDEN: DENNUM: NUMDEN: - 6. 
BLOCK 

WHEN NOT L, L: 7 EXIT, 

L:L-1 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN INTEGER (X), 

WHEN X >0, 1 EXIT. 

WHEN X < O. -1 EXIT, 



o EXIT, 

WHEN L = 0, 0 EXIT. 

WHEN FIRST (X) = 'A. 

N: THIRD (X). 

WHEN INTEGER (NJ2), 1 EXIT, 
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WHEN INTEGER «N+l)J2). SIGN (SECOND (X), L) EXIT. 

WHEN INTEGER (2*N). 1 EXIT. 

o EXIT. 

WHEN FIRST (X) = '+. 
POS: NEG: O. POP (X), 

LOOP 

H: SIGN (FIRST (X). L), 

WHEN ZERO (H) EXIT, 

BLOCK 

WHEN H > 0, POS: POS + POP (X) EXIT, 

NEG: NEG + POP (X) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (X) EXIT 

ENDLOOP. 

WHEN ZERO (H), 0 EXIT. 

WHEN ZERO (POS). -1 EXIT. 

WHEN ZERO (NEG).} EXIT. 

SIGN (pOS*POS - NEG"'NEG, L) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (X) = '*, 

POP (X). H: 1, 

LOOP 

WHEN ZERO (H: H '" SIGN (pOP (X). L» EXIT, 

WHEN ATOM (X) EXIT 

ENDLOOP. 

HEXIT. 

o 
ENDFUN$ 

The rest of the functions in this section are needed only for the program RATFU for computing a 
definite integral. They deal with the evaluation of the functions on the list INTEGRALS. Usually, 
the result of evaluating such a function will be a number. INF or -INF. However, it might happen 
that the function cannot be evaluated. One reason for this is an illegal function call: for example 
LOG (0) or an attempt to evaluate a rational function at a zero of the denominator. This will pro
duce the 'value' ERROR. Another reason is that, when irrational numbers are involved, the value 
cannot be computed because the sign of a number cannot be found. This results in the outcome 
FALSE. 
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The function EV ALPOL (poL, A) evaluates the polynomial POL at A. When A = INF or A = 
-INF, the result will be INF or -INF, depending on the sign of the leading coefficient and the 

degree of the polynomial. When the sign of the leading coefficient cannot be found, the result 

will be FALSE. Otherwise the polynomial is evaluated using the Homer scheme and the result is 

a number. 

4.11. FUNCI10N EV ALPOL (pOL, A, % local % ANS. NUMNUM. DENNUM, NUMDEN, 

DENDEN), 

WHEN A = 'INF OR A = - 'INF, 

ANS: SIGN (FIRST (POL» '" SIGN (A)" (LENGTH (POL) - I), 

WHEN ZERO (ANS), FALSE EXIT, 

ANS'" 'INFEXIT, 

NUMNUM: 30, DENNUM: NUMDEN: DENDEN: -6, 

ANS: POP (POL), 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (POL), ANS EXIT, 

ANS: ANS '" A + POP (POL) 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The function EV ALRAT (FUN, A) evaluates the rational function FUN at A. The first of FUN is 

the numerator and the second to the power the third fonns the denominator. 

When A = INF or a = -INF, the value depends on the difference H of the degree of the numerator 

and the denominator. When H < 0, then the value is 0; when H = 0 then the value is the leading 

coefficient of the numerator and otherwise the value is INF or -INF, depending on H and the sign 

of this number. When the sign cannot be found, the result will be FALSE. 

When A is a number, then the value is found as the value of the numerator divided by the value 

of the denominator. If the latter is zero, then the result will be ERROR. The rational functions on 

PREP ARFRAC and INfEGRALS are such that the numerator and the denominator have no fac

tor in common. 

4.12. FUNCTION EV ALRAT (FUN, A, % local % T, Q, N, H, NUMNUM, DENNUM, 

NUMDEN, DENDEN, PWREXPD), 

T: FIRST (FUN), 

Q: SECOND (FUN), 

N: THIRD (FUN), 

NUMNUM: 30, DENNUM: NUMDEN: DENDEN: -6, PWREXPD: 6, 

WHEN A = 'INF OR A = - 'INF, 

H: LENGTH (T) - 1 - N '" (LENGTH (Q) - 1), 

WHEN H < 0, 0 EXIT, 

WHEN H = 0, FIRST (T) I FIRST (Q) "N EXIT, 
H: SIGN (FIRST (T) '" SIGN (FIRST (Q» AN'" SIGN (A) A H, 



WHEN ZERO (H), FALSE EXIT, 

H * 'INFEXIT, 

Q: EV ALPOL (Q, A), 

WHEN ZERO (Q), 'ERROR EXIT, 

EV ALPOL (T,A) 1 Q " N 

ENDFUN$ 
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The function EV ALA TN (FUN, A) evaluates the A TN-function FUN at A. The first of FUN is a 

list of one element, the numerical coefficient of the function. The second of FUN is the name 

A TN and the third is the polynomial argument of A TN. Hence first the value of the argument is 

computed, using EV ALPOL. When the argument is FALSE, the result of EV ALA TN is FALSE 

as welL Otherwise the value of A TN at the argument is computed and the result is multiplied by 

the coefficient. 

4.13. FUNCfIONEV ALATN (FUN, A, % local % H), 

H: EV ALPOL (THIRD (FUN), A), 

WHEN NOT H, FALSE EXIT, 

BLOCK 

WHEN H = 'INF, H: 'PI 12 EXIT, 

WHEN H = 3"(112), H: 'PI 13 EXIT, 

WHEN H = 1, H: 'PI 14 EXIT, 

WHEN H = 3"(112) 13, H: 'PI 16 EXIT, 

WHEN H = 0 EXIT, 

WHEN H = -3"(1/2)13, H: - 'PI 16 EXIT, 

WHEN H = -3"(1/2), H: - 'PI 13 EXIT, 

WHEN H = -I, H: - 'PI/4 EXIT, 

WHENH = -'INF, H: - 'PI/2 EXIT, 

H:ATN(H) 

ENDBLOCK, 

FFIRST (FUN) * H 

ENDFUN$ 

The function EV ALLOG (FUN, A) evaluates the logarithmic function FUN at A. The first of 

FUN is a list of one number, the numerical coefficient of the function. The second is the name 

LOG and the third is a rational function, of which the absolute value is the argument of the loga

rithm. Hence first the argument is computed using EV ALRAT. When the argument is INF or 

-INF, then the absolute value of the argument is INF and therefore the result is the sign of the 

coefficient times INF, and FALSE when the sign of the coefficient cannot be found. When the 

argument is 0 or ERROR, the result of evaluating FUN will be ERROR. Otherwise the result is 

the coefficient times the logarithm of the absolute value of the argument, which is computed and 

simplified by the function SIMPLOG [4.15]. 
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4.14. FUNCI10N EV ALLOG (FUN, A, % local % H), 

H: EVALRAT (THIRD (FUN), A), 

WHEN H = 'INF OR H = - 'INF, 

H: SIGN (FFIRST (FUN), 

WHEN ZERO (H), FALSE EXIT, 

H'" 'INFEXIT, 

WHEN H = 0 OR H = 'ERROR, 'ERROR EXIT, 

WHEN NOT H OR SIGN (H) = 0, FALSE EXIT, 

WHENH= lORH=-l,OEXIT, 

SIMPLOG (FFIRST (FUN), H) 

ENDFUN$ 

The function SIMPLOG (C, A) simplifies the number C LOG IAI. When IAI is an integer, then the 

number is written as C times the sum of the logarithm of its prime factors. When A is a product, 

then C LOG (A) is written as C times the sum of the logarithms of the absolute value of the fac

tors. When A is a power, then the number is written as C times the exponent times the absolute 

vale of the logarithm of the base, and when A is a sum, then the only thing that can be done is 

replacing A with its absolute value. The pairs (C, A) for which the number CLOG IAI has to be 

simplified are collected on the list LLIST. When A is an integer~ 2, then the pair (C, A) is placed 

on the list ILIST. For the prime decomposition the MuMath variable PRIMES is used, which has 

the value '(235711 13 17 19). 

4.15. FUNCI10N SIMPLOG (C, A, % local % LLIST, ILIST, ANS. AVX, p, NUMNUM), 

LLIST: LIST (LIST (C, A», 

NUMNUM:2,ANS:0, 

LOOP 

C: FFIRST (LLIST), A: SECOND (pOP (LLIST», 

BLOCK 

WHEN INTEGER (A), 

A: SIGN (A) ... A, 

WHEN A = I EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (C,A), ILIST) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (A) = '+, 
H: SIGN (A), 

BLOCK 

WHEN H = 0, ANS: 

ANS + CLOG (ABS (A» EXIT, 

ANS: ANS + C ... LOG (H ... A) 

ENDBLOCK 

EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (A) = 'A, 

C: C ... THIRD (A), A: SECOND (A), 
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PUSH (LIST (C. A), LLIST) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (A) = '*. 
POP (A), 

LOOP 

PUSH (LIST (C. POP (A». LLIST). 

WHEN ATOM (A) EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

EXIT 

ENDBLOCK. 

WHEN ATOM (LLIST) EXIT 

ENDLOOP. 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (lLIST), ANS EXIT. 

C: FFIRST (lLIST), A: SECOND (pOP (lUST». 

AVX: PRIMES, 

LOOP 

WHEN A= 1 EXIT. 

P: POP (A VX), 

WHEN P '" P > A, ANS: ANS + C LOG (A) EXIT, 

LOOP 

WHEN NOT INTEGER (A I P) EXIT, 

ANS: ANS + C LOG (P). A: AlP 

ENDLOOP 

ENDLOOP 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

5. Print-functions 

In this section we discus~ the print functions that show the results on the screen. Since the results 

of the computations are lists of (mathematical) functions, we first discuss how such a list is 

printed. 

The function PRINTLIST (LIST). where LIST is a list of functions, controls the printing of each 

of the functions. It starts with printing the first function of the list. When the function is a rational 

function, it is printed by PRINTRAT [5.3] and otherwise PRINTFU [5.4] is used. 

Then the other functions are printed until LIST is empty. The next function is read from LIST 

and the sign of the first term of the coefficient is determined. When this sign is negative, a 

minus-sign is printed on the screen and the coefficient of the function is replaced with its oppo

site. Otherwise a plus-sign is printed. Then the function itself is printed using PRINTRAT or 

PRINTFU. 
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5.1 FUNCTION PRINTLIST (LIST, % local % FUNC, A VX), 

FUNC: pop (LIST), 

LOOP 

BLOCK 

WHEN NAME (SECOND (FUNC», PRINTFU (FUNC) EXIT, 

PRINTRAT (FUNC) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (LIST) EXIT, 

FUNC: POP (LIST), 

BLOCK 

WHEN SIGN (FFIRST (FUNC» = - I, 

PRINT (" - "), 

AVX: MULT (pOP(FUNC), '(-1», 

PUSH (A VX, FUNC) EXIT, 

PRINT(n + ") 
ENDBLOCK 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The function PREXP (LST, V AR) is used to print a polynomial in V AR, of which the coefficients 

are given by LST. When V AR is omitted, the polynomial will be printed with the variable 

V AROUT. The result of this function is the internal MuMath representation of the polynomial, 

with the highest degree tenn first, and therefore it can be printed using the MuMath function 

PRTMATH. 

The construction of this expression is straightforward. A list ANS is constructed consisting of all 

non zero tenns in the correct order. When this list has only one element, then the output is this 

element and otherwise the sign + is placed at the top of,the list. 

5.2. FUNCTION PREXP (LST, V AR, H, N, ANS), 

BLOCK 

WHEN NOT V AR, VAR: VAROUT EXIT 

ENDBLOCK, 

LST: REVERSE (LST), N: 0, 

LOOP 

H: POP (LST) * VAR AN, 

BLOCK 

WHEN ZERO (H) EXIT, 

PUSH (H. ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (LST) EXIT, 

N:N+ 1 

ENDLOOP, 
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BLOCK 
WHEN (LENGTH (ANS» = 1, ANS: POP (ANS) EXIT, 

PUSH ('+, ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

ANS 

ENDFUN$ 

The function PRINTRAT (FUNC, V AR) prints the rational function FUNC = NUM*/DENAEXP 

in the variable VARon the screen. When V AR is omitted, then the variable V AROUT is used. 

We write NUM* as FAC'" NUM, where FAC is a number and the elements ofNUM do not have 

denominators and have no common factor. Then the internal MuMath representation of FUNC is 

constructed and printed by PRTMATH. 

5.3 FUNCTION PRINTRAT (FUNC, V AR, % local % NUM, DEN, EXP, FAC), 

BLOCK 
WHEN NOT V AR, V AR: VAROUT EXIT 

ENDBLOCK, 

NUM: POP (FUNC), DEN: POP (FUNC), EXP: POP (FUNC), 

FAC: FACT (NUM), NUM: MULT (NUM, LIST (lIFAC», 
PRTMA TH (FAC ... PREXP (NUM, V AR) I PREXP (DEN, V AR) A EXP) 

ENDFUN$ 

The last function in this section, PRINTFU (FUNC), prints all functions of which the second is a 

name. In all cases the first of FUNC is the polynomial coefficient and the third the (list of) 

argument(s). The programming needs hardly comments. When the coefficient is I, it need not be 

printed and when the coefficient is -1. a minus-sign suffices. In other cases the coefficient is 

printed using PREXP and when necessary in brackets. 

The argument of LOG is a rational function and must be printed between absolute value signs. 

The argument of the function ATN is a polynomial and therefore can be printed using PREXP. 

The argument of the functions EXP, COS and SIN is a number, the coefficient of the variable. 

The argument of the functions ECOS and ESIN is a list of two numbers, the first being the 

coefficient of the variable in EXP and the second the coefficient of the variable in COS or SIN. 

The function D (ARG, V AROUT) , where ARG is a number, and the functions EXPT, EXCOS 

and EXSIN are needed for the program INVZfR. 

Finally, the remaining functions are INT (ARG) and INV (ARG). These functions occur when the 

program is not able to find a primitive or the inverse Laplace or z-transform. The coefficient is 

always 1 and the argument the rational function of which a primitive or an inverse had to be 
found. Obviously, these functions must be printed with variable VARIN instead of V AROUT. 

5.4 FUNCTION PRINTFU (FUNC, % local % H, CaE, FU, ARG), 

CaE: POP (FUNC). FU: POP (FUNC). ARG: POP (FUNC), 

BLOCK 
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WHEN COE = '(1) EXIT, 

WHEN COE = '(-1), PRINT (ASCII (45», SPACES (1) EXIT, 

H: FACT (COE), COE: MULT (COE, LIST (lIH», 

H: H * PREXP (COE), 

WHEN NOT FIRST (H) = '+, PRTMATH (H), SPACES (1) EXIT, 

PRINT (ASCII (40», PRTMATH (H), 

PRINT (ASCII (41», SPACES (1) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN FU = 'LOG, 

PRINT (FU), SPACES (1), PRINT (ASCII (124», 

PRINTRAT (ARG), PRINT (ASCII (124» EXIT, 

WHENFU = 'ATN, 

H: FACT (ARG), ARG: MULT (ARG, LIST (lIH», 

PRINT (FU), SPACES (1), PRINT (ASCII (40», 

PRTMATH (H * PREXP (ARG», PRINT (ASCII (41» EXIT, 

WHEN FU = 'EXP OR FU = 'COS OR FU = 'SIN, 

PRINT (FU), SPACES (1), PRINT (ASCII (40», 

PRTMATH (ARG * VAROUT), PRINT (ASCII (41» EXIT, 

WHEN FU = 'ECOS OR FU = 'ESIN, 

PRINT (ltEXP It), PRINT (ASCII (40», 

PRTMATH (pOP (ARG) * VAROUT), PRINT (ASCII (41», 

BLOCK 

WHEN FU = 'ECOS, PRINT (It COS It) EXIT, 

PRINT (It SIN It) 

ENDBLOCK, 

PRINT (ASCII (40», PRTMATH (poP (ARG) * V AROUT), 

PRINT (ASCII (41» EXIT, 

WHENFU='D, 

PRINT (ltDIt), PRINT (ASCII (40», 

PRINT (ARG), PRINT (ASCII (44», 

PRINT (V AROUT), PRINT (ASCII (41» EXIT, 

WHEN FU = 'EXPT, 

BLOCK 

WHEN POSITIVE (ARG), PRINT (ARG) EXIT, 

PRINT (ASCII (40», PRTMATH (ARG), 

PRINT (ASCII (41» ENDBLOCK, 

PRINT (ASCII (94», PRINT (V AROUT) EXIT, 

WHEN FU = 'EXCOS OR FU = 'EXSIN, 

H: POP (ARG), 

BLOCK 

WHEN POSITIVE (H), PRINT (H) EXIT, 
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PRINT (ASCII (40», PRTMATH (H), 

PRINT (ASCII (41» ENDBLOCK, 

PRINT (ASCII (94», PRINT (V AROUT). 

BLOCK 
WHEN FU = 'EXCOS, PRINT (" COS It) EXIT, 

PRINT" SIN" 

ENDBLOCK, 

PRINT (ASCII (40», PRTMATH (pOP (ARG) * VAROUT). 

PRINT (ASCII (41» EXIT. 

PRINT (FU), SPACES (1), 

PRINT (ASCII (40», PRINTRAT (ARG. VARIN), PRINT (ASCII (41), 

ENDFUN$ 

6. The construction of the list PREPARFRAC 

After having entered a rational function, in each of the three programs this function is written as a 

sum of simpler rational functions t I qn which are collected on the list PREP ARFRAC. In this 

section we describe how this is done. 

At the moment we refer to function ENTER [6.7] for a more detailed description of the properties 

of the list PREP ARFRAC. We first describe the functions needed for the input of a rational func
tion. 

The first two functions are rather technical. The function INPUT (TEXT) prints the text, if any. 

on the screen and allows us to enter an expression. When there is a syntax error. by the MuSimp 
CATCH- THROW construction and the function SYNTAX LST, the result of the input will be 

FALSE. the syntax error message will be printed on the screen and we can retry to enter an 

expression without syntax errors. 

6.1 FUNCTION INPUT (TEXT, % local % A VX), 

AVX: CATCH (INPUTL, BLOCK 

WHEN TEXT, PRINT (TEXT) EXIT 

ENDBLOCK. 
PRINT (,,1 "), 

PARSE (SCANO, 0) 

), 

WHEN NOT A VX, 

PRINTLINE ("Syntax error! "), 

NEWLINE (>, INPlJT (TEXT) 

EXIT, 

AVX 

ENDFUN$ 



6.2 FUNCTION SYNTAX LST 

LOOP 

WHEN TERMINATOR (SCAN) OR 
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(NOT RDS AND SCAN EQ ASCII (13» EXIT, 

READCHAR() 

ENDLOOP, 

THROW (,INPUTL), 

ENDFUN$ 

Once having entered an expression without syntax errors, we still have to verify that the expres

sion is a number (when entering integration limits, for example) or a rational function in VARIN. 

To this end we have two test functions. 

The function NUMB (X) tests whether the expression X is a number. The programming is recur

sive. When X is an integer, the result will be TRUE and when X is an atom but not an integer, the 

result will be FALSE. A more complicated expression can only be a number when it is a sum, a 

product or a power of simpler numbers, so if the first of X is not A, * or +, the result is FALSE. 

Otherwise, the remaining components of X have to be numbers. This is verified in a loop, which 

is left as soon as a non-number is met or when all components have been examined. The result is 

the negation of the remaining part of X, hence TRUE if all components of X were numbers and 

FALSE otherwise. 

6.3 FUNCTION NUMB (X), 

WHEN INTEGER (X) EXIT, 

WHEN ATOM (X), FALSE EXIT, 

WHEN MEMBER (pOP (X), 'C * +», 

LOOP 

WHEN NOT NUMB (pOP (X», FALSE EXIT, 

WHEN ATOM (X) EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

EXIT, 

ENDFUN$ 

The function RA TFU (F, V AR) tests whether the expression F is a rational function in V AR. This 

is done by using the following rules, that characterize rational functions: 

a number is a rational function, 

V AR is a rational function, 

an integer power of a rational function is a rational function, 
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a sum and a product of rational functions is a rational function. 

6.4. FUNCI'IONRATFU (F, VAR). 

WHEN NUMB (F) EXIT, 

WHEN F = VAR EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (F) = .~ AND INTEGER (THIRD (F», 

RA TFU (SECOND (F), V AR) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (F) = '* OR FIRST (F) = ' +, 

POP (F), 

LOOP 

WHEN NOT RA TFU (pOP (F). V AR), FALSE EXIT, 

WHEN ATOM (F) EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

EXIT, 

ENDFUN$ 

Let F be the MuMath representation of a (mathematical) function. The function LISTCOEF (F) 

produces the list of coefficients of F when F is a polynomial in V ARIN and FALSE otherwise. 

The programming is similar to that of the previous function. 

6.5. FUNCI'ION LISTCOEF (F. % local % G. ANS), 

WHEN NUMB (F), LIST (F) EXIT, 

WHENF = VARIN, '(1 0) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (F) = '" AND POSITIVE (THIRD (F», 

EXP (LISTCOEF (SECOND (F), THIRD (F» EXIT, 

G: POP (F), 

BLOCK 

WHENG= '+,ANS: '(0) EXIT, 

WHEN G = ':je, ANS: '(1) EXIT 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN NOT ANS, FALSE EXIT, 

LOOP 

BLOCK 

WHEN G = '+. ANS: PLUS (ANS, LISTCOEF (poP (F)) 

EXIT, 

ANS: MULT (ANS, LISTCOEF (poP (F») 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (F), ANS EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The next function is an auxiliary function, needed for the construction of the list PREP ARFRAC. 
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We consider a list LST of pairs (Q. N). where Q is a polynomial and N a positive integer. The 
function DECOMP (LST) produces a similar list of pairs (Q. N) such that the product of the func
tions Q'N on both lists are equal, but Q and its derivative Q' are relatively prime for all functions 
Q on the resulting list and any two functions Q from the resulting list are relatively prime. 
Further, the first element of the result is a pair «a), I), where a is a number. Polynomials of 
degree two of which the discriminant is a square will automatically be decomposed into two 
linear factors and for polynomials of degree at least three the user will be asked for further assis
tance when such a polynomial has to be decomposed. 

The programming consists of four loops. In the first loop the list is changed in such a way that for 
all pairs (q. n) q and q' are relatively prime. Then, in the second loop. we take care that all q's on 
the list become relatively prime and finally in the third loop the polynomials q are further decom
posed, if necessary and if desired. 
The fourth loop actually is for printing purposes. It takes care that the coefficients of the polyno
mials q have no common factor and no denominator. 

In the first loop we use the following observation. If a polynomial q can be written as q =p"'r, 

where r does not contain a factor p, then q' =np"-l + p"r'. Hence h := gcd(q,q') contains a factor 
p,,-l and therefore q I h contains a factor p; in most cases gcd (h,qlh) will equal p. 

Let A VXI be the list of pairs (q, n) for which we still have to verify that Q and Q' are relatively 
prime, and let LST be the list of pairs (Q, N) for which we already know that Q and Q' are rela
tively prime. So we start with A VXI = LST and LST = FALSE. Then a pair (Q. N) is read from 
A VXI and Ql = Q' and H = gcd(Q. Ql) are computed. If H = '(1). then Q and Q' are relatively 
prime and the pair (Q. N) is placed on LST. Otherwise, H is replaced with gcd(H. Q/H). the larg

est M is computed such that HAM is a factor of Q and the pairs (H. NM) and (QlHAM, N), being a 
decomposition of the original pair (Q. N). are placed on A VXl. This process is repeated until 
A VXI is empty. 

Now we are going to take care that for all pairs (Q, N) on LST the polynomials Q are relatively 
prime. Let A VXI be the list of pairs (Q. N) that still have to be examined and let LST be the list 
of pairs (Q, N) for which we have verified that all polynomials Q are relatively prime. So we start 
with A VXl = LSTand LST = FALSE. We read a pair (Q. N) from A VXl. We must compare this 
pair with all pairs on LST. so we put all elements of LST on an auxiliary list A VX2. clear LST 
and read a pair (R. M) from AVX2. Define H = gcd(Q, R). When H = '(1) we can put (R. M) back 
on LST. Otherwise, we decompose (R, M) into (RIH, M) and (H, M) and decompose (Q, N) into 
(QIH, N) and (H. N). Since neither R/H and H, nor QIH and H need to be relatively prime. we put 
(RIH, M) back on A VX2 and (QIH, N) back on A VXI and replace Q with H and N with N+M. 
We continue this procedure first until AVX2 is empty and then until AVXl is empty, thus arriv
ing at a list LST of pairs (Q, N) such that all Q's are relatively prime and Q and Q' are relatively 
prime for all Q. 

However, there may be many elements on LST that actually represent numbers, and we may want 
to decompose some of the polynomials Q. SO, in the third loop, we examine all elements ofLST. 
combine those pairs that represent a number to one pair, decompose the second degree 
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polynomials into linear polynomials when the discriminant is a square and ask whether polyno

mials of degree at least three should be decomposed. We use R for collecting the numbers. We 

start by putti,ng all elements of LST on AVXl, define LST = FALSE and R = 1. We read a pair 

(Q, N) from AVXl. 

When (Q, N) represents a number, Le. when length (Q) = I, then R is multiplied with this 

number. 

When degree (Q) = 1, then (Q, N) is put on LST. 

When degree (Q) = 2, then the coefficients A, B, C and the square root D of the discriminant is 

computed. When D is an integer, then we decompose Q according to the following formula: 

A x 2 +Bx +C =(2A x+B+D)(2Ax+B-D)/ (4A). 

If D is not an integer, then the pair (Q, N) is put on LST. When degree (Q) > 2, then the program 

prints the message that it cannot decompose the factor Q and asks the user to indicate whether he 

or she knows a factor or zero of Q. If so, then the factor or zero A must be entered. If A is a 

number a., then A is transformed into the polynomial x - a.. The input is repeated until A is a 

polynomial of degree less than the degree of Q that divides Q. The quotient Q/A is B, and the 

pairs (A, N) and (Q/A, N) are put on AVXl for further examination. If the user does not know a 

factor or zero of Q, then the pair (Q, N) is placed on LST. The loop is terminated when all ele

ments of A VXl have been examined. 

The last loop is only for printing purposes. By using the function FACf [4.2], the common 

denominator A of the list of coefficients of every polynomial Q is found. Then R is multiplied by 

AAN and Q is divided by A. When the loop is completed, the list «R), 1) is placed at the top of 

LST. 

6.6. FUNCnON DECOMP (LST, % local % AVX1, AVX2, A, B, C, D, H, Q, Q1, R, M, N. 

NUMNUM, NUMDEN, DENNUM, DENDEN), 

NUMNUM: 30, NUMDEN: DENNUM: DENDEN: -30, 

AVX1: LST, LST: FALSE, 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (AVX1) EXIT, 

Q: FFIRST (AVXl), N: SECOND (pOP (AVXl», 

Ql: DIF(Q), 

H: FIRST (EUCLIDES (Q, Q1», 

BLOCK 

WHEN H = '(I), PUSH (LIST (Q, N), LST) EXIT, 

H: FIRST (EUCLIDES (H, FIRST (DIV (Q, H»», 

M:O, 

LOOP 

A VX2: DIV (Q, H), 

WHEN NOT SECOND (A VX2) = '(0) EXIT, 

M: M + 1, Q: FIRST (AVX2) 

ENDLOOP, 



PUSH (LIST (H, M*N), A VXl), 

PUSH (LIST (Q, N), A VXl) 

ENDBLOCK 

ENDLOOP, 

A VXl: LST, LST: FALSE, 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (AVX1) EXIT, 
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Q: FFIRST (A VXl), N: SECOND (pOP (AVX1», 

A VX2: LST, LST: FALSE, 

LOOP 
WHEN ATOM (AVX2) EXIT, 

R: FFIRST (A VX2), M: SECOND (poP (A VX2», 

H: FIRST (EUCLIDES (Q. R». 

BLOCK 

WHEN H = '(I), PUSH (LIST (R, M), LST) EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (FIRST (DIV (Q, H», N), A VXl), 

PUSH (LIST (FIRST (DIV (R, H», M), A VX2), 

Q:H,N:N+M 

ENDBLOCK 

ENDLOOP, 

PUSH (LIST (Q, N), LST) 

ENDLOOP. 

A VXl: LST, LST: FALSE. R: I, 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (A VXl) EXIT, 

Q: FFIRST (A VXl), N: SECOND (pOP (A VXl», 

BLOCK 

WHEN LENGTH (Q) = 1, 

R: R '" FIRST (Q) A N EXIT, 

WHEN LENGTH (Q) = 2, 

PUSH (LIST (Q, N), LST) EXIT, 

WHEN LENGTH (Q) = 3. 

A: FIRST (Q), B: SECOND (Q), C: THIRD (Q), 

D: (B"'B - 4"'A"'C) A (1/2), 

WHEN INTEGER (D), 
R: R/4 AN / A AN, 

PUSH (LIST (LIST (2 A, B + D), N), LST)' 
PUSH (LIST (LIST (2 A, B - D), N), LST), 

EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (Q, N), LST) EXIT, 

PRINT ("This program cannot decompose "), 
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PRTMATH (pREXP (Q, V ARIN), PRINTLINE (ASCII (46», 

PRINT ("Can you enter a zero or a factor? (YIN) "), 

H: KEY ('(Y Y N n», NEWLINE (), 

WHEN MEMBER (H, '(N n», 
PUSH (LIST (Q, N), LST) EXIT, 

LOOP 

LOOP 

A: EV AL (INPUT ("Zero or factor"», 
WHEN NUMB (A), A: LIST (1, -A) EXIT, 

A: LISTCOEF (A), 

WHEN A AND LENGTH (A) < LENGTH (Q) EXIT, 

BLOCK 

WHEN NOT A, PRINT 

("Input is not a polynomial in "), 
PRINT (VARIN), 

PRINTLlNE (ASCII (33» 

EXIT, 

PRINTLINE ("Degree is too high!") 

ENDBLOCK, 

NEWLINE() 

ENDLOOP, 

B: DIV (Q, A), 

WHEN SECOND (B) = '(0), B: POP (B), 

NEWLINE () EXIT, 

PRTMA TH (PREXP (A, V ARIN), 

PRINTLlNE (" is not a factor!"), NEWLINE () 

ENDLOOP, 

PUSH (LIST (A, N), A VX1), 

PUSH (LIST (B, N), A VX1) 

ENDBLOCK 

ENDLOOP, 

AVX1: LST, LST: FALSE, 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (AVXl), PUSH (LIST (LIST (R), 1), LST) EXIT, 

Q: FFIRST (AVXl), N: SECOND (pOP (A VXl», 

A:FACT(Q), 

BLOCK 

WHEN A = 1 EXIT, 

R: R * A" N, Q: MULT (Q, LIST (lIA» 

ENDBLOCK, 

PUSH (LIST (Q, N), LST) 



ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 
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Now we are going to discuss how the function is entered and how the the list PREPARFRAC is 

constructed. For a given rational function f this list consists of rational functions t / q", the sum of 

which equals f and such that the following properties hold: 

if f is a rational function for which the degree of the numerator is less than the degree of the 

denominator, then for all functions t I qlt the degree of t is less than the degree of qlt. Other

wise this property holds for all functions on PREP ARFRAC except for the first one; for this 

function we have q = 1 and n = I, 

every function t / q" is non-zero and t and q are relatively prime, 

q and q' are relatively prime for every function t I q" with q :f:. I, 

q 1 and q2 are relatively prime for any two functions tl / q1 and t21 qf on PREPARFRAC. 

Further, the list PREPARFRAC is ordered in the following way. When the function fhas a poly

nomial part, then this is the first function. Then the functions t I q" with a linear q follow, and 

next we have the functions with a quadratic q. Finally, in an arbitrary order, the rest of the func

tions follow. 

The output of the function ENTER () is a list with two elements: the function FUNC that we 

entered and the corresponding list PREP ARFRAC. 

In the first loop of the program the rational function FUNC in V ARIN is entered. Since we want 

to preselVe the function exactly as we entered it, we define A VX to be a copy of FUNC, unless 

we are running the program 1NVZI'R with the z-transfonn defined as a series in 1/z. Then A VX is 

the result of substituting 1/z for z in FUNC. thereby obtaining that in chapter 12 we only have to 

consider the z-transfonn as a power series in z. 

Then the control variables NUMNUM, NUMDEN, DENNUM and DENDEN are set such that 

EV AL (A VX) results in an expression with a common denominator. Then, using the MuMath 

functions NUM and DEN, NUM becomes the (list of coefficients) of the numerator, DENFAC 

the MuMath representation of the denominator and DEN the list of coefficients of the denomina

tor. 

When degree (NUM)S degree (DEN), then the quotient of NUM/DEN is put on PREPARFRAC 

and NUM is redefined as the rest of this division. When NUM = '(0), then nothing is left to do 

but constructing the output (FUNC. PREP ARFRAC). Notice that this happens if and only if 

FUNC is a polynomial. Hence in the sequel we may assume that degree (DEN) > O. 

Now DENFAC is transformed into a list of pairs (Q, N) where Q is a polynomial and N is a posi

tive integer such that the product of all functions QAN equals DEN. We extract as many as possi

ble factors from the representation of DEN given in A VX. 

The next step is to compute H = gcd (NUM, DEN). When NUM and DEN are not relatively 

prime, then we divide NUM, DEN and DENFAC by H. The division of DENFAC by H is 
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somewhat complicated. We put the elemen~ of DENF AC on an auxiliary list A VX and read a 

pair (Q, N) from A VX. 
Let T be ged (Q, H). If T = '(1), then no division is possible and we put (Q. N) back on DEN

FAC. Otherwise. let M be the largest integer such that both QAN and H can be divided by QAM. 

We replace H with H/T"M. Since Q"N/f"M = (QII'tM * Q"(N-M) and QII' and H are relatively 

prime, we put (QII'. M) on DENFAC and, when M < N, (Q, N-M) on A VX. 

We continue until H = '(1). Then the remaining pairs on AVX are put back on DENFAC. 

After having applied DECOMP to DENF AC, we have the following situation: 

The "polynomial part" of FUNC, if present, is in PREP ARFRAC, 

The "fractional part" is NUM/DEN, where 

degree (NUM) < degree (DEN) and NUM :t '(0), 

NUM and DEN are relatively prime. 

the product of the functions Q"N on DENFAC equals DEN, 

all Q's on DENFAC are relatively prime, 

Q and Q' are relatively prime for all (Q, N) on DENFAC, 

the first element ofDENFAC is «a). 1) for some number a :t 0, 

for all other elements (Q, N) on DENF AC we have length (Q) > 1 and there is at least 

one such element. 

The construction of the list PREPARFRAC is now fairly straightforward. We first divide NUM, 

DEN and DENFAC by the number a. Then a pair (Q, N) = TERM is read from DENFAC. When 

DENFAC is now empty, the list (NUM, Q, N) is the last element that has to be added to 

PREP ARFRAC, so we push NUM on TERM. Otherwise we use the following properties. Let den 

be the denominator and qll be Q"N. Then there exists a polynomial r:t 1 such that den = qllr and 

qll and r are relatively prime. Then, by Euclides, there exist polynomials c 1 and C2 such that 

1 = C 1 r + c2qll and therefore 

num Cl num Cz num A B 
--= + =-+-. 

qll r qll r 

The polynomial parts of the two rational functions in the middle vanish, since the left-hand side 

has no polynomial part. Hence we define A as the remainder of Cl num/qll and B as the 

remainder of C z num I r. Since num and qll r are relatively prime, it follows that A is relatively 

prime with qll and B is relatively prime with r, and in particular that A and B are non-zero. Hence 

TERM = Nqn is an element of PREP ARFRAC and we redefine num = A and den = r in order to 
be able to continue with this procedure. 

In order to obtain the ordering of PREPARFRAC, we put the tenns t I qn with degree (q) = 1 on 

Lt, with degree (q) = 2 on L2 and with degree (q) > 2 on L3. We define PREPARFRAC to be the 
list containing the elements of PREPARFRAC, Lt, L2 and L3 in that order. The list PREPAR

FRAC now satisfies all conditions. 
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6.7. FUNCTION ENTER (FUNC, NUM, DEN, DENFAC, PREPARFRAC, AVX, TERM, H, M, 

N, Q, QN, R, S, T, Ll, L2, L3, NUMNUM, DENDEN, NUMDEN, DENNUM), 

NUMNUM: DENDEN: DENNUM: NUMDEN: 0, 

LOOP 

FUNC: INPUT ("Function"), 

WHEN RATFU (EV AL (FUNC), VARIN) AND NOT ZERO (EVAL (FUNC», 

NEWLINE () EXIT, 

PRINT ("Input must be a rational function in "), 

PRINT (VARIN), PRINTLINE (ASCII (33», NEWLINE () 

ENDLOOP, 

BLOCK 

WHEN VARIN = 'z AND NOT ZfYPE, AVX: SUBST (FUNC) EXIT, 

AVX:FUNC 

ENDBLOCK, 

NUMNUM: 30, DENDEN: DENNUM: NUMDEN: -30, 

AVX: EV AL (AVX), 

NUMNUM: DENDEN: DENNUM: NUMDEN: 0, 

NUM: LISTCOEF (NUM (AVX», 

DENFAC: DEN (AVX), 

DEN: LISTCOEF (DENFAC), 

BLOCK 

WHEN LENGTH (NUM) < LENGTH (DEN) EXIT, 

A VX: DIV (NUM, DEN), 

PUSH (LIST (FIRST (AVX), '(1), 1), PREPARFRAC), 

NUM: SECOND (AVX) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHENNUM = '(0), LIST (FUNC, PREPARFRAC) EXIT, 

A VX: DENFAC, DENFAC: FALSE, 

BLOCK 

WHEN FIRST (A VX) = '*, A VX: REST (A VX) EXIT, 

A VX: LIST (A VX) 

ENDBLOCK, 

LOOP 

Q: POP (A VX), 

BLOCK 

WHEN NUMB (Q), PUSH (LIST (LIST (Q), 1), DENFAC) EXIT, 

WHEN FIRST (Q) = 'A, 

PUSH (LIST (LISTCOEF (SECOND (Q», THIRD (Q», DENFAC) EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (LISTCOEF (Q), 1), DENFAC) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (AVX) EXIT 



ENDLOOP, 

H: FIRST (EUCLIDES (NUM, DEN), 

BLOCK 

WHENH= '(1) EXIT, 

NUM: FIRST (DIV (NUM, H», 

DEN: FIRST (DIV (DEN, H», 

AVX: DENFAC, DENFAC: FALSE, 

LOOP 
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WHEN H = '(I), DENFAC: APPEND (DENFAC, A VX) EXIT, 

Q: FFIRST (A VX), N: SECOND (POP (A VX», 

T: FIRST (EUCLIDES (H, Q», 

BLOCK 

WHENT = '(I), PUSH (LIST (Q, N), DENFAC) EXIT, 

M: I, R: FIRST (DIV (Q, T», 

H: FIRST (DIV (H, T», 

LOOP 

WHENM= N EXIT, 

S: DIV (H, T), 

WHEN NOT SECOND (S) = '(0) EXIT, 

H: FIRST (S), M: M + 1 

ENDLOOP, 

PUSH (LIST (R. M), DENF AC), 

BLOCK 

WHENM=NEXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (Q, N M), A VX) 

ENDBLOCK 

ENDBLOCK 

ENDLOOP 

ENDBLOCK, 

DENFAC: DECOMP (DENFAC), 

TERM: pop (DENF AC). A: LIST (1/ FFIRST (TERM», 

NUM: MULT (NUM, A), DEN: MULT (DEN, A), 

LOOP 

TERM: POP (DENF AC), 

BLOCK 

WHEN ATOM (DENFAC), PUSH (NUM, TERM) EXIT. 

QN: EXP (FIRST (TERM). SECOND (TERM», 

DEN: FIRST (DIV (DEN, QN), 

H: EUCLIDES (DEN, QN), 

T: MULT (NUM, SECOND (H», 

PUSH (SECOND (DIV (T, QN), TERM), 
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NUM: MULT (NUM, THIRD (H), 

NUM: SECOND (DIV (NUM, DEN) 

ENDBLOCK, 

BLOCK 

WHEN LENGTH (SECOND (TERM) = 2, PUSH (TERM, Ll) EXIT, 

WHEN LENGTH (SECOND (TERM» = 3, PUSH (TERM, L2) EXIT, 

PUSH (TERM, L3) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (DENFAC) EXIT 

ENDLOOP, 

PREPARFRAC: APPEND (PREPARFRAC, Ll, L2, L3), 

LIST (FUNC. PREPARFRAC) 

ENDFUN$ 

The last function in this section is the auxiliary function for replacing z with liz in the program 

INVZfR. It needs no comments. 

6.S. FUNCTION SUBST 00, 
WHEN X = VARIN,LIST C, VARIN, -1) EXIT, 

WHEN ATOM (X), X EXIT. 

ADJOIN (SUBST (FIRST (X», SUBST (REST (X») 

ENDFUN$ 

7. Partial fraction decomposition 

It is very easy to obtain the complete partial fraction decomposition from the list PREP ARFRAC. 

Consider a rational function t / qn. where degree (t) < degree(q"). If n :::: I, then this function is a 

member of the partial fraction decomposition. Otherwise we have to find polynomials 

t 1, •.. , tn each of degree less than the degree of q such that 

1 tl 12 til 
-= +--+ ... + 
q" q" q,,-l q 

To this end, by dividing t by q we find polynomials q 1 and t 1 such that t = q 1 q + t 1 and 

degree(tl) < degree(q). We repeat this procedure with t replaced with ql and n replaced with 

n - 1 until t = '(0) or n = 1; in the latter case t/q is a member of the partial fraction decomposi

tion. 

7.1. FUNCTION PARFRAC (pREPARFRAC, % local % A VX, ANS, TERM, T, Q, N), 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (pREPARFRAC), REVERSE (ANS) EXIT, 

TERM: POP (pREPARFRAC), 

T: POP (TERM), Q: Pop (TERM), N: Pop (TERM), 
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LOOP 

WHEN N = 1, PUSH (LIST (T, Q, N), ANS) EXIT, 

A VX: DIV (T, Q), 

BLOCK 

WHEN SECOND (AVX) = '(0) EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (SECOND (A VX), Q, N), ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

T: FIRST (A VX), 

WHEN T = '(0) EXIT, 

N:N-I 

ENDLOOP 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

8. The primitive 

Since the sum of the functions on PREP ARFRAC equals the function that we have entered, for 

finding a primitive we have to find a primitive for each of the functions on PREPARFRAC. This 

is done by the function INITERM [8.2]. We put these primitives on the list INTEGRALS; the 

sum of the functions on this list is a primitive for the function that we have entered. 

8.1. FUNCTION INTEGRATE (pREP ARFRAC, INTEGRALS), 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (pREPARFRAC), REVERSE (INTEGRALS) EXIT, 

INTEGRALS: APPEND (REVERSE (INTTERM (pOP (pREPARFRAC»), 

INTEGRALS) 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

A tenn on the list PREPARFEAC is a rational function t I qn, where, unless q = 1, the degree of 

the numerator is less than the degree of the denominator, q and q' are relatively prime and t and q 
are relatively prime. The first problem we encounter is how to reduce the value of n to 1. 

Since q and q' are relatively prime, there exist polynomials C 1 and c 2 such that I = C 1 q + c 2q' 
and therefore t = C I tq + c2tq', and we can apply the following fonnulae: 

J Cltq J CIt -dx= --dx, qn qn-l (8.A) 

SC2tq' dx = __ 1_ ~ + _1_ J (C2t )' dx. 
qn n-l qn-l n-l qn-l 

(8.B) 

The first fonnula is obvious and the second is shown using partial integration. 
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Now we discuss how a term ofPREPARFRAC is integrated by the function INTIERM (TERM). 

The result of this function will be a list ANS of functions of which the sum is a primitive of the 

function t / qn on TERM. 

First the first four elements T, Q, N and Ql = q' are read from TERM. When Ql = '(0), then the 

function is in fact the polynomial T. The integral is found with the function INT [4.S] and the 

result is placed on ANS. Otherwise the polynomials Cl and C2 such that l=Clq +C2q' are con

structed using EUCLIDES. 

If N > 1, then we have to reduce the integral until N = 1. This is done in the next BLOCK. We 

use formulae (S.A) and (S.B). Put a = cit and b = C2t. Then 

J_t dx= pol +J~dx, 
qn qn-l qn-l 

where pol = a/(I-n) and T = a + b'/(n-l). We apply this formula repeatedly until n = lor T = 0 
and arrive at 

J_t dx= POL +J T dx. 
qn qn-l q 

(S.C) 

At this point, we are not sure that the degree ofT is less than the degree of q, so we divide T by q. 

We integrate the quotient, multiply it by qn-l and add the result to POL, and replace T with the 

rest of the division. Then (S.C) still holds, but now the degree ofT is less than the degree of q. 

From (S.C) we obtain 

t -T qn-l = POL' q -(n-l) POL 
qn qn 

(S.D) 

Since the degree of t is less than the degree of qn and the degree of T is less than the degree of q, 

we conclude that the degree of POL is at most the degree of qn-l. When the degree of POL 

equals the degree of qn-l, then we divide POL by qn-l and replace POL with the rest of this divi

sion. Then (S.C), and therefore (S.D), still holds and the degree of POL is less than the degree of 
qn-l. 

If POL is not zero, then the stockterm is put on the list ANS. 

Notice that it follows from (S.D) that POL cannot have a factor q. 

Now we have to find a primitive of Tlq, obviously only in the situation that T is not zero. Since 

the degree of T is less than the degree of q, there exist a constant a and a polynomial t* such that 

T = aq' + t*. If a,* 0, then a LOG I q I is a term of the primitive, and we replace T with t*. If 

now T = '(0), there is nothing left to integrate. Since the list ANS may contain two terms and 

since we want to see these terms in the order we have found them, we end the execution of 

INTIERM with producing the reversed list ANS. 

At this point the degree of T is at least two less than the degree of q. If q is a polynomial of 

degree at least three, then we do not have formulae for finding a primitive and we put INT (flq) 

on the list ANS. Otherwise q is quadratic with two different real or complex zeros and T is a con

stant. Let A, B and C be the coefficients of q. D the discriminant and H the sign of D. If the sign 
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of D cannot be found, then H = 0 and the function INT (f/q) is put on the list ANS. 

If H = 1, then q has two different real zeros '1 and '2. We assume that 'I >'2 if A > 0 and 
'1 <'2 if A < O. A simple verification shows that a primitive ofT/q is 

-LOG --T I X-'I I 
-To x-,z' 

In order to obtain a neat printing of this function on the screen, we multiply both numerator and 

the denominator of the argument of LOG by the common factorofx-'2, using FACf [4.2]. 

IfH = -I, then a primitive ofT/q is 

2T ATN 2ax+b 
V(-D) V(-D) . 

8.2. FUNCfION INTTERM (fERM, % local % T, Q. N, Qt, Ct, C2, A, B, C, D, ANS, AVX, H, 

M, POL, NUMNUM, NUMDEN, DENNUM, DENDEN), 
NUMNUM: 30, NUMDEN: DENNUM: DENDEN: -6, 

T: POP (fERM), Q: POP (fERM), N: POP (fERM), Ql: DIF (Q), 

WHEN QI = '(0), 

PUSH (LIST (lNT (f), '(1) I), ANS), 

ANSEXIT, 

H: EUCLIDES (Q. Ql), 

Cl: SECOND (H), C2: THIRD (H), 

BLOCK 

WHEN ONE (N) EXIT, 
M: N, H: '(1), POL: '(0), 

LOOP 

A: MULT (f, CI), 
B: MULT (f, C2), 

POL: PLUS (MULT (B. H), POL, 1/(l-M», 
T: PLUS (DIF (B), A, l/(M-l», 

M:M -1. 

WHEN M = 1 OR T = '(0) EXIT, 
H: MULT (Q, H) 

ENDLOOP, 
H: EXP (Q, N - 1), 

A VX: DIV (f, Q), T: SECOND (A VX), 

POL: PLUS (pOL, MULT (INT (FIRST (AVX», H», 
BLOCK 

WHEN LENGTH (POL) < (N - 1) * (LENGTH (Q) - 1) + 1 EXIT, 
POL: SECOND (DIV (pOL, EXP (Q. N - 1») 
ENDBLOCK, 



WHEN POL = '(0) EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (pOL, Q, N - 1), ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN T = '(0), ANS EXIT. 

AVX: DIV (T. Ql). 

BLOCK 

WHEN FIRST (A VX) = '(0) EXIT, 
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PUSH (LIST (FIRST (AVX), 'LOG, LIST (Q, '(1), 1», ANS), 

T: SECOND (AVX) 

ENDBWCK, 

WHEN T = '(0), REVERSE (ANS) EXIT, 

BLOCK 

WHEN LENGTH (Q) > 3, 

PUSH (LIST ('(1), 'INT, LIST (T, Q, 1», ANS) EXIT, 

A: FIRST (Q), B: SECOND (Q), C: THIRD (Q), 

D: B*B - 4* A *C, H: SIGN (D), 

WHENH= 1, 

D: D" (112), Rl: (-B+D)/2/A, R2: (-B-D)!2/A, 

Rl: LIST (1, -Rl), R2: LIST (1, -R2), 

A: LIST (l/FACT (R2», 

Rl: MULT (Rl, A), R2: MULT (R2, A), 

PUSH (LIST (LIST (pOP (T) I D), 'LOG, LIST (Rl, R2, 1», ANS) 

EXIT, 

WHENH= -1, 

0: (-0) A (112), 

PUSH (LIST (LIST (2 * POP (T) I 0), 'A TN, LIST (2* AID, BID», ANS) 

EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (,(I), 'INT, LIST (T, Q, 1», ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

REVERSE (ANS) 

ENDFUN$ 

Notice that when the function that we have entered has only rational coefficients, we only use 

rational arithmetic for finding the primitive, despite the fact that irrational numbers may occur in 

the primitive. 

9. The definite integral 

In this section we describe how the definite integral between the limits A and B is computed. Of 

course, this integral only exists when the function has no poles between the integration limits, so 

we start with describing the two functions by which we verify whether there are poles in the 

integration interval. 
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The function POLETEST (pREPARFRAC, A, B) returns 1 if there is a pole between A and B 

(limits included), 0 if there is no pole in that interval and -1 if it cannot decide whether there are 

poles. The functions tests, using the function ZEROPOL [9.2], for each of the denominators of 

the functions on PREPARFRAC whether there is a zero between A and B. The variable W is 1 

when a denominator having a zero between A and B has been found, 0 if all denominators exam

ined so far had no zeros between A and B and -I if there was at least one denominator for which 

ZEROPOL was not able to decide whether there was a pole between A and B. 

9.1 FUNCTION POLETEST (PREPARFRAC, A, B, % local % POL, H, W). 

W:O, 

LOOP 

POL: SECOND (poP (pREPARFRAC). 

H: ZEROPOL (POL, A, B), 

BLOCK 

WHENH>O, W: 1 EXIT, 

WHEN H < 0, W: -1 EXIT 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN W = 1 OR ATOM (pREPARFRAC), W EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The function ZEROPOL (POL, A, B) returns 1 if the polynomial POL has a zero at A or at B and 

otherwise the number of zeros between A and B or -1 if it cannot decide whether there are zeros 

between A and B. 

The construction is based on Stunn's algorithm. 

Let Po be a polynomial and define PI =p'o. Then. by division, we can find polynomials 

q I, ...• qm , P2, "', Pm such that 

Po =qIPI-PZ 

Pi = q2P2 -P3 

Pm-l = qmPm 

and the degrees of P2, ... ,Pm are decreasing. It follows that Pm is the greatest common divisor 

of Pi-l and Pi for 1::;; i::;; ffl. For any real x consider the vector 

rex) = (Po(x). "', Pm (x» 

and let Vex) be the number of change of signs in rex). The function V may change its value only 

at a zero of some Pi. We discuss the various situations. 
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i. Suppose that Pm(a) = O. Then Pm has a factor (x-a)II, and therefore all polynomials 
P2, ...• Pm have a factor (x-at and P 1 has a factor (x-a)1I+1 . It follows that V(x) has a 
jump -1 if x passes through a. 

iL Suppose that Pi (a) = 0 for some i with 0 < i < m. Then we may assume that PH (a) :;:. 0 and 

Pi+l (a):;:. 0, for otherwise Pi and PH or Pi+l would have a common factor (x-a). which 
implies Pm(a) = 0, which is situation (i). From the construction of the functions Pi it follows 
that Pi-l (a) = -Pi+l (a) and this implies that Vex) does not change its value when x passes 
througha. 

iii. Suppose thatp(a) = 0 andp'(a) ;to. Then Vex) has a jump -1 when x passes through a. 

Hence the function Vex) has a jump -1 at every zero of P and no other jumps. Therefore the 
number of zeros ofp between a and b is IV(a) - V(b)l, provided thatp(a):;:. 0 andp(b):;:. O. 

After having dealt with the trivial situation that p is a constant, the program starts with construct
ing the list PLIST = (Pm' ... ,Po), from which the lists FA = (po(a) , ... ,Pm(a» and FB = 
(Po(b), ... ,Pm(b» are computed. Now FA will get the value yea). so we define AVX = FA 

and FA = 0 and read the first number pea) from AVX. When pea) = O. the result of ZEROPOL 
will be 1. Otherwise we are going to count the number of changes of sign in A VX, disregarding 
the value O. Notice that from P (a) :;:. 0 it follows that Pm(a) :;:. 0 and that the result is -1 when the 
function cannot find the sign of any of the numbers. Similarly we assign the value V(b) to FB and 
return IV(a) - V(b)1. 

9.2 FUNCTION ZEROPOL (POL. A, B, % local % PLIST, po, PI, AVX. Fl. F2, H, FA, FB), 

PO: POL, PI: DIF (POL), 

WHEN PO = '(0), FALSE EXIT. 

WHEN PI = '(0),0 EXIT, 

PLIST: LIST (pI, PO), 

LOOP 
A VX: SECOND (DIV (po, PI», 
WHEN A VX = '(0) EXIT, 

PO: PI, PI: MUL T (AVX, '(-1», 
PUSH (PI, PLIST) 

ENDLOOP, 
AVX;PLIST, 
BLOCK 

WHEN A = 'INF OR A = - 'INF, 

LOOP 
H: POP (A VX), 
PUSH (poP (H) * SIGN (A) " LENGTH (H), FA), 
WHEN ATOM (AVX) EXIT 
ENDLOOP 

EXIT, 

LOOP 
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PUSH (EV ALPOL (pOP (AVX), A), FA), 

WHEN ATOM (AVX) EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

ENDBLOCK, 

AVX:PLIST, 

BLOCK 

WHEN B:: 'INF OR B:: - 'INF, 

LOOP 

H: POP (A VX), 

PUSH (POP (H) * SIGN (B) ~ LENGTH (H), FB). 

WHEN ATOM (AVX) EXIT, 

ENDLOOP 

EXIT, 

LOOP 

PUSH (EV ALPOL (pOP (A VX), B), FB). 

WHEN ATOM (AVX) EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

ENDBLOCK, 

AVX: FA, FA: 0, Fl: POP (AVX), 

WHEN ZERO (pt), I EXIT. 

LOOP 

LOOP 

F2: POP (A VX). 

WHEN NOT F2:: 0 EXIT 

ENDLOOP, 

H: SIGN (PI * F2). 

BLOCK 

WHEN H :: t EXIT. 

WHEN H:: -1, FA: FA + t EXIT, 

FA: -1. AVX: FALSE 

ENDBLOCK. 

WHEN ATOM (AVX) EXIT, 

Fl:F2 

ENDLOOP, 

WHEN FA:: -1, -1 EXIT. 

A VX: FB, FB: 0, Fl: POP (A VX). 

WHEN ZERO (PI), 1 EXIT, 

LOOP 

LOOP 

F2: POP (A VX), 

WHEN NOT F2 = 0 EXIT 



ENDLOOP. 

H: SIGN (pI '" F2), 

BLOCK 

WHENH= 1 EXIT, 

WHEN H = -1, FB: FB + 1 EXIT, 

FB: -1. AVX: FALSE 

ENDBLOCK. 

WHEN ATOM (AVX) EXIT, 

Fl:F2 

ENDLOOP, 

WHENFB = -1, -1 EXIT, 

WHENFA>FB,FA FBEXIT, 

FB-FA 

ENDFUN$ 
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The function EVALUATE (INTEGRALS, A, B, POLE) computes F(B) - F(A) for each of the 

functions on INTEGRALS and prints the sum of these results. unless POLE = 1, in which case 

the message "does not exist!" is printed. When POLE = -1, the result is printed with the warning 

that the integral does not exist when there is a pole in the integration interval. 

On the list INTEGRALS we may find rational, LOG- and ATN-functions and moreover INT

functions, of which the argument is a rational function of which we could not find a primitive. 

Obviously such an INT-function cannot be evaluated and therefore it is placed on the list INT. 

Evaluation of the other functions may result in one of the following: a number. INF, -INF. 

ERROR or FALSE. 

ERROR can only occur as the result of an attempt to evaluate a rational function at a zero of the 

denominator or to evaluate a logarithm at a zero of the argument. This cannot happen here, for in 

that case A or B would be a pole of the integration interval which is impossible since POLE < 1. 

The value INF or -INF can only occur when evaluating at INF or - INF. When this happens with a 

rational function, the conclusion is that the integral does not exist. However, if the function is a 

logarithm, then we have to find the limit as x -7 A or x -7 B for the sum of all logarithmic func

tions on the list INTEGRALS; these functions are collected on the lists LOGA and LOGB. 

Finally, the value FALSE means that the attempt to evaluate the function has failed. In that case 

we place the function on the list INT of not-evaluable functions as well. 

The programming of the function EVALUATE is straightforward. When POLE = 1. we only 

print the message "does not exist!". Otherwise. we define ANS = 0 and read a function from 

INTEGRALS. We use V ALA and V ALB for the result of evaluating this function at A and at B, 

respectively_ The function is evaluated at A and at B, such that when the result of evaluating a 

LOG-function is INF or -INF. the function will be placed on LOGA or LOGB and V ALA or 

V ALB is defined to be zero. 
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When V ALA or V ALB has the value ERROR, INF or -INF, then the integral does not exist and 

the result of the function EVALUATE will be FALSE. This is forced by setting all results and 

INTEGRALS to FALSE. 

When V ALA or V ALB is FALSE, then the function is placed on the list INT. 
Otherwise V ALA and V ALB are numbers and ANS is defined as ANS + V ALB - V ALA. 

Then the same procedure is repeated with the next function of INTEGRALS until INTEGRALS 

is empty. Note that at the end of the loop the value of ANS is a number or FALSE when the 

integral does not exist. 

Now the limit of the sum of the functions on LOGA and LOGB have to be added to ANS. This 

task is performed by the function LOGLIM. 

Finally the result is printed on the screen. 

9.3 FUNCfIONEVALUATE (INTEGRALS, A, B, POLE, % local % FUN, ANS, INT, H, 

V ALA, V ALB, LOGA, LOGB, NUMNUM, DENNUM, NUMDEN, DENDEN), 

WHEN POLE = 1, PRINT (" does not exist!") EXIT, 

NUMNUM: 30, NUMDEN: DENNUM: DENDEN: -6, 

ANS:O, 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (INTEGRALS) EXIT, 

FUN: POP (INTEGRALS), 

H: SECOND (FUN), 

BLOCK 

WHEN H = 'LOG, 

V ALA: EV ALLOG (FUN, A), 

BLOCK 

WHEN V ALA = 'INF OR V ALA = - 'INF, 
PUSH (FUN, LOGA), 

VALA:OEXIT 

ENDBLOCK, 

VALB: EVALLOG (FUN, B), 

BLOCK 

WHEN V ALB = 'INF OR V ALB = - 'INF, 

PUSH (FUN, LOGB), V ALB: 0 EXIT 

ENDBLOCK 

EXIT, 

WHENH= 'ATN, 

VALA: EVALATN (FUN, A), VALB: EVALATN(FUN, B) 

EXIT, 

WHEN H = 'INT, 

V ALA: V ALB: FALSE EXIT, 

V ALA: EV ALRAT (FUN, A), V ALB: EVALRAT (FUN, B) 



ENDBLOCK, 
BLOCK 
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WHEN V ALA = 'ERROR OR V ALB = 'ERROR OR V ALA = 'INF OR V ALA = - 'INF 
OR V ALB = 'INF OR V ALB = - 'INF, 

ANS: INT: LOGA: LOGB: INTEGRALS: FALSE EXIT, 

WHEN NOT V ALA OR NOT VALB, 
PUSH (FUN,INT) EXIT, 

ANS: ANS + V ALB - V ALA 

ENDBLOCK 
ENDLOOP, 

ANS: LOGLIM (ANS, LOGA. LOGB), 
WHEN NOT ANS, PRINT (It does not exist!!!) EXIT. 

BLOCK 
WHEN NOT INT. PRTMATH (ANS) EXIT. 
WHEN ANS = 0, EXIT, 
PRTMATH (ANS), PRINT (" + It) 
ENDBLOCK. 

BLOCK 
WHEN NOT INT EXIT, 
PRINT (" { n), PRINTLIST (INT), PRINT (tl } If), 

PRINT (lfbetween If), PRTMATH (A), 
PRINT (If and tI), PRTMATH (B) 

ENDBLOCK, 

BLOCK 

WHEN POLE = 0 EXIT, 
NEWLINE (2), 

PRINTLINE ("Note: the integral does not exist when there is a pole between thetl), 

PRINT ("integration limits!"). 
ENDBLOCK 

ENDFUN$ 

The function LOGLIM (ANS, LOGA, LOGB) computes ANS - LA + LB. where LA and LB are 
the limits as x -+ 00 of the sum of the functions on LOGA and LOGB, respectively. The result 
will be FALSE if ANS, LA or LB do not exist. 

In the program COEF and EXP are numbers such that the sum of the functions on the list LLOG 
of LOG-functions is asymptotically equal to LOG (COEF x ~ EXP) as x -+ 00. This numbers are 

found in the following way. We start with COEF = 1 and EXP = O. Then a function is read from 

LLOG and the numbers C and E are determined such that the absolute value of the argument of 
LOG is asymptotically equal to C x ~ E. If the factor of LOG is a, then, since 
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LOG (COEF xEXP ) + a LOG (C xB ) = LOG «COEF*Ca XEXP+aE) 

we define COEF = COEF * C"a and EXP = EXP + a E and continue with this procedure until 

LLOG is empty. 'Then the limit is LOG (COEF) when EXP = 0 and does not exist otherwise. 

This procedure for finding the limit is executed twice, once for LOGA and once for LOGB. 

9.4 FUNCTION LOGLIM (ANS, LOGA, LOGB, % local % LLOG, A VX, COEF, EXP, FUN, T, 

Q, N, C, E, H), 

WHEN NOT ANS. FALSE EXIT, 

WHEN NOT LOGA AND NOT LOGB, ANS EXIT, 

A VX: LIST (LOGA, LOGB), H: 1, 

LOOP 

LLOG: POP (A VX), COEF: 1, EXP: 0, 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (LLOG) EXIT, 

FUN: POP (LLOG), 

N: THIRD (FUN), 

T: FIRST (N), Q: SECOND (N), N: THIRD (N), 

E: LENGTH (T) - 1 - N * (LENGTH (Q) - 1), 

T: FIRST (T), Q: FIRST (Q), 

C: T * SIGN (T) I (Q * SIGN (Q» " N, 

COEF: COEF * C " FFIRST (FUN), 

EXP: EXP + E * FFIRST (FUN) 

ENDLOOP, 

H: -H, 

NUMNUM: -30, EXP: EV AL (EXP), NUMNUM: 30, 

BLOCK 

WHEN EXP = 0, ANS: ANS + H * SIMPLOG (1, COEF) 

EXIT, 

ANS:FALSE 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN NOT ANS OR ATOM (AVX) EXIT 

ENDLOOP, 

ANS 

ENDFUN$ 

10. Preliminaries for the inverse Laplace transform and the inverse z-transform. 

In this chapter the z-transform will be the mapping (an) -; k n zn. 

There arc many similarities between the Laplace transform and the x-transform and therefore it is 

not sutprising that the constructions for finding the inverse Laplace transform and the inverse z

transform of a given rational function also have many similarities. In this chapter we present the 

underlying mathematics. 
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Let L be a linear operator acting on a function space V, e.g. the Laplace transform or the z
transform. For sake of convenience, in this chapter we will denote the variable of the functions of 
Vbyx. 

Let q be a fixed polynomial and suppose that for every positive integer n there exists a linear 
operator A" acting on the space P of polynomials such that: 

i. if L f = L , then L (x f) = A"p+l for all f E V ,p E P 
qn qn 

(to.A) 

ii. degree (A"p) S degree (p) + degree (q) for all PEP 

iii. if A"p contains a factor q for some PEP. then p contains a factor q . 

Let us first investigate whether for the Laplace transform and for the z-transform such operators 
An indeed exist. 

Property 10.1. If L is the Laplace transform and if q and q' are relatively prime, then for all 

PEP and all positive integers n 

A"p = n q' p - p' q . (lO.B) 

Proof. Suppose that Lf = P I q". Since for the Laplace transform multiplication with the argument 
means differentiation of the transform and multiplying with -1, we obtain 

L(xf) = - [ L] , = _ p' q - n q' p = A"p . 
q" qn+l qll+l 

Condition ii. is obviously satisfied. Fmally, suppose that for some polynomial p the polynomial q 

is a factor of A"p. Then q must be a factor of nq'p. Hence, since q and q' are relatively prime, it 
follows that q must be a factor of p. 

Property 10.2. IfL is the z-transform and if q does not contain a factor x and if q and q' are rela
tively prime, then for all PEP and all positive integers n 

A"p =x (p' q-nq'p). 

Proof. IfLf = Ia"z". then L(nf) = 1: M"Z1l = zl:na1lz,,-1 = z(Lf)'. 
Hence if Lf = P I q". then 

L(nf)=z [L]' = z(p'q-nq'p) = A"p . 
q" q1l+1 q,,+l 

(lO.C) 

The second condition is obviously satisfied. Suppose that for some polynomial p the polynomial 
A"p contains a factor q. If q does not contain a factor x, then (P' q - n q' p) contains a factor q. 

which implies that q'p contains a factor q. Hence if q and q' are relatively prime, then p must 
contain a factor q. 
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Let N be the degree of q. We can use the operators Ai for constructing bases for the space of 
polynomials of degree less than mN, starting from a base PI, ...• PN for the space of polynomi
als of degree less than N. To this end, define 

(10.C) 

for i = 1, ... • N and for all positive integers j. 

Property 10.3. For every positive integer m, the polynomials 

m-l-j 1 < . < 0<' q Pi.j , - l - n, - J < m 

form a base for the space of polynomials of degree less than mN. 

Proof By induction on m. For m = 0, the statement follows from the definition of the polynomi

als Pi.i' 
Assume that the statement has been shown for some m and consider the set of polynomials 

qm-ipi.j,lSiSn,OSjSm 

Suppose that 

m N . 
~ ~ (l . . qm-Jp .. = 0 . 
~ ~ I.J I.J 
j=O i=1 

Since the left-hand side equals 

m-l N . N 
L L (li,iqm-Jpi,j + L (li,mPi.m 
j=O i=1 j=l 

m-l N N 
= ~ ~ (l' .qm-ip .. + A ... Al(~ ll'mP' 0) .LJ ~ l,j t .. J m LI 't 't ' 

j=O j=} i=1 

it follows that 

N 
Am ... Al (L (lj,mPi,O) 

j=1 

contains a factor q. By a repeated application of property iii of the operators Aj we conclude that 

N 

L lli.mPi.O 
i=l 

contains a factor q. However, since the degree of this polynomial is less than the degree of q. this 
polynomial is the zero polynomial and therefore we arrive at (lj.m = 0 for i = 1. . .. ,N. 

On its tum, this implies that 

m-l N 

L L m-I-J' ° (l .. q p··=. I.J I,J 
j=O i=1 
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Hence by the induction hypothesis we have o.i,j = 0 for i = 1. ... • N and j = O. ... • m - 1. 

This completes the proof. 

Now we show how this property can be used to find the inverse L- transform of the function 

pi q". where P is a polynomial with degree less than the degree of q". 

Let N be the degree of q. Suppose that we know N functions II .... . IN and N independent 

polynomials PI. ... • PN of degree less than N, thus fonning a base for the space of polynomials 

of degree less than N, and such that 

Lfi = Pi for 1 SiS N . 
q 

Let the functions Pi,j' 1 SiS N, OS j < m be defined as in (10.D). From Property 10.3 there 

exist numbers o.iJ such that 

N m-l 

P = 't"' 't"' 0.- _qm-1-i p __ . 
~ ~ I,J I,J 
i=1 j=O 

Notice that for every i with 1 SiS; N 

m-1 P- m-l ~-A- ... AlP' 
L«:E ~jxj)fi) = ~ 1 +:E J J j+l I 

j=O q j=1 q 

m-I 
- 't"' R m-l-j 
- ,w tljq Pi,j . 

j..(J 

Then, by combining (lO.E) and (l0.F) the inverse L-transfonn of pi q" is 

N m-I 
:E pifi • where Pi = :E o.i,pj . 
i=1 j=O 

Hence, constructing the inverse L-transfonn amounts to finding the numbers Clj,j such that 

N m-l 
P =:E :E (li, jqm-l-j pi,j 

j",1 j=O 

N N 
= :E (li,m-lPi,m-l + q :E ai,m-2l'i,m-2 + 

i=1 i=1 

N N 
't"' m -1 't"' q2 ~ o.i,m-3Pi,m-3 + ... + q ~ aj,opi,o -
i=l i .. l 

(lO.E) 

(lO.F) 

(10.0) 

By taking both sides of this equation modulo q. we obtain an equation from which we can com

pute (li,m-l for 1 SiS N. Substitute these values and divide by q. Then by taking both sides of the 

resulting equation modulo q. we obtain an equation from which we can compute ai.m-2 for 

1 SiS N, and so on. For details we refer to the next two chapters. 
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11. The inverse Laplace transform 

The inverse Laplace transform is found by computing the inverse Laplace transform of each of 

the functions t I q" on the list PREPARFRAC. When q = 1 for the first function on PREPAR

FRAC, then this function actually is a polynomial, so the inverse Laplace transform does not 

exist and the result FALSE will be produced. 

Otherwise, when the degree of q is one or two, then the inverse Laplace transform is computed by 

the functions INVLAP2 and INVLAP3, respectively. When the degree of q is greater than two, 

the result will be INV(t I q"), since in that case the inverse Laplace transform cannot be com

puted. 

11.1 FUNCfIONLAPLACE (pREPARFRAC, TERM, Q, ANS), 

WHEN FRFIRST (PREPARFRAC) = '(1), FALSE EXIT, 

LOOP 

TERM: POP (pREPARFRAC), Q: SECOND (TERM), 

BLOCK 

WHEN LENGTH (Q) = 2, 

PUSH (LAPINV2 (TERM), ANS) EXIT, 

WHEN LENGTH (Q) = 3, 

ANS: APPEND (LAPINV3 (TERM), ANS) EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST ('(1), 'INV, TERM), ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (pREPARFRAC), REVERSE (ANS) EXIT 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The function LAPINV2 (FUNC) computes the inverse Laplace transform of the function FUNC = 
t I q", where q is a polynomial of degree one and the degree of the polynomial t is less than n. 

Further, q is not a factor of t. 

In the first lines of the program we take care that the leading coefficient of q is 1. 

The function 

1 11 = eat has Laplace transform-- . 
S-(l 

Therefore, we define PI.O = 1 and construct the functions PI.t ... Pt.,,-l> using (10.D) and 

(10.B). We collect these polynomials on the list LST, P 1,,,-1 at the top. 

Now we are going to compute the numbers (llJ such that (cf. (lO.E» 

,,-1 
't" n-l-j t = kJ (lI,jq Pl,j 
j=!J 
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11-2 
~ n-2-j = (l1.1I-1Pt.n-l + LI (ll.jq Pl.j' (I1.A) 
j..,(J 

By dividing t by q, we obtain a polynomial T and a number a such that t = qT + a and similarly 

by dividing Pn-lJ by q we obtain a polynomial P and a number b such that P 1.11-1 = q P + b. 
From (Il.A) we conclude that (l1.n-l = a I b. We put this number on the list COEF. 

Substitution in (It.A) and division by q yields 

n-Z 
T P ~ n-2-j 

- (l1.n-l = LI (lIJq P l,j . 
j..,(J 

So we redefine t = T - (ll.n-lP and repeat this procedure for computing (l1.11-2, and so on. We 

continue until t = 0, and add some missing zeros if necessary. Then by (IO.G) the list REVERSE 

(COEF) represents the polynomial P 1 such that P lil is the inverse Laplace transfonn ofFUNC. 

11.2 FUNCTIONLAPINV2 (FUNC, T, Q, N, AVX, COEF, LST, POL, A, M) 

T: FIRST (FUNC), Q: SECOND (FUNC), N: TIDRD (FUNC), 

A: FIRST (Q), 

Q: MULT (Q, LIST (lIA», 
T: MULT (1', LIST (lIA"N». 
POL: '(1), PUSH (poL, LST), M: 1. 

LOOP 

WHEN M = NEXIT, 

POL: PLUS (pOL, MULT (DIF (POL), Q), M, -1), 

PUSH (POL, LST), 

M:M+I 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

WHEN T = '(0) EXIT, 

A VX: DIY (1', Q), 

T: FIRST (A VX), 

A: FIRST (SECOND (AVX», 

POL: POP (LST), 

A VX: DIY (poL, Q), 

A: A I FIRST (SECOND (A VX», 
PUSH (A, COEF), 

T: PLUS (FIRST (A VX), T, -A), 

N:N-l 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

WHEN ZERO (N) EXIT, 

PUSH (,0, COEF), 

N:N-t 



ENDLOOP. 
COEF:REVERSE(COE~. 

BLOCK 
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WHEN Q = '(1 0). LIST (COEF. '(1), 1) EXIT, 
LIST (COEF, 'EXP, - SECOND (Q» 

ENDBLOCK 
ENDFUN$ 

The function LAPINV3 (FUNC) computes the inverse Laplace transform of the function FUNC = 
t I q". where q is a polynomial of degree two and the degree of the polynomial t is less than 2 n. 
Further, q has two different (real or complex) zeros a and a and is relatively prime with t. 

In the first lines of the program we take care that the leading coefficient of q is 1. Hence 

q=s2+ a1 s+ao=(s-o.)(s-~). 
We first compute the discriminant D of q. When we cannot find the sign of D, then we cannot 
decide whether the zeros of q are real and we cannot find the inverse Laplace transform. In that 

case the result will be the function INV(t I q"). 

A simple verification shows that 

2s +al 
11 = eaJ + elll has Laplace transform , 

q 

I I h = --R has Laplace transform - . 
a-I" q 

Therefore, we define P 1,0 = 2s + ai, P2,O = 1 and construct the functions 
P 1,1 •••. ,P 1,11-1 , P2,1. . .. ,P2,n-l using (10.D) and (lO.B). We collect these polynomials on 

the lists LSTI and LST2 with P l,n-l and P2,n-l at the top. 

Now we are going to compute the numbers Cli,j such that (cf. (lO.E» 

2 n-l 
t = ~ ~ a- _qn-l-j p _ -

"'" "'" t,) t.} 
i=1 j=O 

2 2 n-2 
= :E al,1I-1Pi,n-l + q:E :E ai,jqn-2-jpi,j . (11.B) 

i=1 i=1 j=O 

By dividing t by q, we obtain a polynomial T and numbers tl and to such that t = qT + tIS + to 

and similarly by dividing Pi,1I-1 by q we obtain polynomials Pi and numbers a 1 • ao, b 1 • bo such 

thatPl,lI-1 =qP1 +als +ao andp2,n-l =qP2 +b1s +bo. From (l1.B) we conclude that 

hence 
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ao al,n-l + bo <l2,n-l = t2 

and therefore 

We put these numbers on the list COEFI and COEF2, respectively. 

Substitution in (ll.A) and division by q yields 

2 . 
T - al,lI-1Pl - a2,1I-1P2 = L D-i,iqn-2-Jpi,i . 

;=1 

So we redefine t =T -at,II-1Pl - CXz.1I-1P2 and repeat this procedure for computing D-i,n-2, and so 

on. We continue until t = 0, and add some missing zeros if necessary. 1ben the lists REVERSE 

(COEFl) and REVERSE (COEF2) represent polynomials PI andp2 such thatPt/1 +Pz/2 is the 

inverse Laplace transfonn of FUNC. Henr..e the inverse Laplace transfonn is 

(Pl+ P2 eat+(pl-~)ePt 
a-~ o.-~ 

When a and a are real, then we take a = (a 1 + ii) 12, ~ = (a I - {i) 12 and therefore a - (l = ii. 
When a and a are not real, then a is the complex conjugate of 0. and the inverse Laplace 

transfonn is 

2P2 2 P 1 eRe(a)t cos (Im(a)t)+ -- eRe(a)lsin(lm(a)t), 
a-(l 

again with a - (} = {i. 

11.3 FUNCTIONLAPINV3 (FUNC. % local % T, Q. Q1. N. ANS, AVX, COEFI. COEF2, FUI. 

FU2, LSTI, LST2, POLl, POL2, A, A2. AI, AO, B. BI. BO. D, M, Tl. TO), 

T: FIRST (FUNC), Q: SECOND (FUNC), N: THIRD (FUNC), 

A: FIRST (Q), 

Q: MULT (Q, LIST (lIA», 
T: MULT (T. LIST OtA "N». 
Ql: DIF(Q), 

AI: SECOND (Q), AO: THIRD (Q), 

D: AI*Al- 4 AO, 

WHEN SIGN (D) = 0, LIST (LIST ('0), 'JNV, FUNC» EXIT, 

POLl: LIST (2, AI), POL2: '(1), 

LSTI: LIST (POLl), LST2: LIST (POL2), M: I, 

LOOP 

WHEN M = N EXIT, 

POLl: PLUS (MULT (QI, POLl), MULT (DIF (POLl), Q), M, -1), 

POL2: PLUS (MUL T (Qt, POL2), MULT (DIF (POL2), Q), M, -1), 

PUSH (POLl, LSTl). PUSH (pOL2, LST2), 



M:M+l 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

WHEN T = '(0) EXIT, 

T: DIV (T, Q). 

A VX: SECOND (T), T: FIRST (T), 

BLOCK 

WHEN ONE (LENGTH (A VX». 
Tl: O. TO: FIRST (AVX) EXIT, 
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TI: FIRST (A VX), TO: SECOND (A VX) 

ENDBLOCK, 

POLl: DIV (poP (LSTI), Q), 

AVX: SECOND (POLl), POLl: FIRST (POLl), 

BLOCK 

WHEN ONE (LENGTH (AVX», 

AI: 0, AO: FIRST (AVX) EXIT, 

AI: FIRST (AVX). AO: SECOND (AVX) 

ENDBLOCK, 

POL2: DIV (poP (LSTI), Q), 

A VX: SECOND (POL2), POL2: FIRST (POL2), 

BLOCK 

WHEN ONE (LENGTH (A VX», 

B 1: 0, BO: FIRST (A VX) EXIT, 

B I: FIRST (A VX). BO: SECOND (A VX) 

ENDBLOCK, 

A: (TO BI - Tl BO) I (AO BI - Al BO). 

B: (AO TI - Al TO) I (AO Bl - At BO), 

PUSH (A, COEFl), PUSH (B, COEF2), 

T: PLUS (poLl, T. - A). 

T: PLUS (POL2, T. - B). 

N:N -1 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

WHEN ZERO (N) EXIT, 

PUSH (,0, COEFI), PUSH ('0, COEF2), 

N:N -1 

ENDLOOP, 

COEFl: REMO (REVERSE (COEFl», 

COEF2: REMO (REVERSE (COEF2», 

AI: SECOND (Q), AO: THIRD (Q), 

BLOCK 



WHEN SIGN (D) = 1, 
A: -A III + D"(1Il)Il, 

BLOCK 
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WHEN ZERO (A), FUl: '«(1) 1) EXIT, 
FUl: LIST (,EXP, A) 

ENDBLOCK, 

A: -Alll - D"(1Il)Il. 

BLOCK 
WHEN ZERO (A), FU2: '«(1) 1) EXIT, 

FU2: LIST CEXP, A) 

ENDBLOCK. 
PUSH (PLUS (COEF1, COEF2, 1,1/0"(112», FUl), 
PUSH (pLUS (COEF1, COEF2, 1, -1/0"(112», FU2) 
EXIT, 

D:-D, 
BLOCK 

WHEN ZERO (AI), 

FUl: LIST ('COS, AO"(l12», 

FU2: LIST ('SIN, AO"(112» 
EXIT, 

FUl: LIST (,ECOS, LIST (-A Ill, D"(I12)12», 

FU2: LIST (,ESIN, LIST (-A 112, DA (112)12» 
ENDBLOCK, 

PUSH (MULT (COEFl. '(2», FUl), 
PUSH (MULT (COEF2, LIST (2/ D"(112»), FU2) 
ENDBLOCK, 

BLOCK 
WHEN FIRST (FUl) = '(0) EXIT, 
PUSH (FUl, ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

BLOCK 
WHEN FIRST (FU2) = '(0) EXIT, 
PUSH (FU2, ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

ANS 

ENDFUN$ 
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12. The inverse z-transform 

In this section we consider the z-transfonn that assigns a power series in z to a function f in the 

variable t, where t is a non negative integer: 

f(t) ~ L fen) zn . 
n=O 

The inverse z-transfonn is found by computing the inverse z-transfonn of each of the functions 

t I qn on the list PREPARFRAC. 

Until this list is empty. a function t I qn is read from this list and the inverse z-transfonn is found 

with the functions ZlNVl, ZlNV2 and ZlNV3 when the degree of q is 0, 1 or 2. respectively . 

. When the degree of q is greater than two, then the inverse z-transform cannot be found and the 

result is the function INV(t I qn). However, since a power series converges at z = O. a function 

t I qn with q(O)=O cannot be a z-transfonn and therefore when this happens the result will be 

FALSE. 

12.1 FUNCTION ZBACK (PREPARFRAC. ANS. TERM. AVX. Q). 

LOOP 

WHEN ATOM (pREPARFRAC), REVERSE (ANS) EXIT, 

TERM: POP (pREPARFRAC), Q: SECOND (TERM), 

WHEN ZERO (FIRST (REVERSE (Q»), FALSE EXIT, 

BLOCK 

WHEN LENGTH (Q) = 1, 

ANS: APPEND (ZlNVl (TERM), ANS) EXIT, 

WHEN LENGTH (Q) = 2, 

PUSH (ZlNV2 (TERM), ANS) EXIT, 

WHEN LENGTH (Q) = 3, 

ANS: APPEND (ZINV3 (TERM), ANS) EXIT, 

AVX: LIST ('(1), 'INV, TERM), 

PUSH (A VX, ANS) 

ENDBLOCK 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

Define the function D(n, t) by 

{

I ift =n 
D(n, t) = 0 otherwise 

Then for every n the z-transfonn of D (n, t) is zn, which implies that 
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N N 
1: all D(n, t) ~ 1: a"z" . 

11=1 11=1 

This property is used in the following function for finding the inverse z-transform of a rational 

function with q = 1, i.e. for a polynomial t. 

12.2 FUNCTION ZINVI (TERM, ANS, A VX, A, N), 

AVX: REVERSE (FIRST (TERM», N: 0, 

LOOP 

A: POP (A VX), 

BLOCK 

WHEN ZERO (A) EXIT, 

PUSH (LIST (LIST (A), 'D, N), ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

WHEN ATOM (AVX), REVERSE (ANS) EXIT, 

N:N+ 1 

ENDLOOP 

ENDFUN$ 

The function ZINV2 computes the inverse z-transform of a rational function t I q" where 

degree (q) = 1. Its construction rests on the following property: 

For any number a * 0 we have that the function 

00 1 
11 (t) = at has z-transform 1: (az)" = --1 . 

11=0 az+ 

The programming is almost identical to that of the corresponding function INVLAP2 [11.2] for 

the inverse Laplace transform. For details we refer to the description of that function. 

In the first lines of the program we take care that the last coefficient of q equals 1. Then we con

struct the list LST, starting with p 1,0 = 1 and using (W.C) instead of (to.B). The construction of 

the coefficients of the polynomial Pion the list COEF such that P If 1 is the inverse z-transform 

of pI q" is identical to the construction in INVLAP2. The result is PI if a = 1 and Plat other

wise. 

12.3 FUNCTION ZINV2 (TERM, T, Q, N, A VX, COEF, LST, POL, A, M) 

T: FIRST (TERM), Q: SECOND (TERM), N: THIRD (TERM), 

A: SECOND (Q), 

Q: MULT (Q, LIST (lIA», 

T: MUL T (T, LIST (lIA AN», 
POL: '(I), PUSH (pOL, LST), M: 1, 

LOOP 

WHEN M = N EXIT, 

POL: PLUS (pOL, MULT (DIF (POL), Q), -M * FIRST (Q», 

POL: MULT (POL, '(1 0», 



PUSH (POL, LST), 

M:M+l 
ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

WHEN T = '(0) EXIT, 

A VX: DIV (T, Q), 

T: FIRST (A VX), 

A: FIRST (SECOND (A VX», 

POL: POP (LST), 

A VX: DIV (pOL, Q), 

A: A I FIRST (SECOND (A VX», 
PUSH (A, COEF), 

T: PLUS (FIRST (A VX), T, -A), 

N:N -1 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

WHEN ZERO (N) EXIT, 

PUSH (,0, COEF), 

N:N -1 

ENDLOOP, 

COEF:REVERSE(COEF), 

BLOCK 

WHENQ= '(-ll),LIST(COEF, '0), 1) EXIT, 

LIST (COEF, 'EXPT, - FIRST (Q» 

ENDBLOCK 

ENDFUN$ 

The function ZINV3 computes the inverse z-transform of a rational function t I q" where the 

degree of the polynomial q is two. The construction is practically identical to that of the function 

INVLAP3 and for details we refer to that function. 

In the first lines of the function ZINV3 we take care that the last coefficient of q equals 1. 

Consider the polynomial q =azz2 +alz + I, where q and q' are relatively prime. Then there 

exist two different real or complex numbers a and ~ such that 

q = 0-(2) (l-j3z) = a2z2 + alz + 1 

and therefore 

a2 = a~ and al = -(a+/3). 

It follows that 
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2z +al 
fl(t) = at + ~t has z-transform --

q 

at _ ~t 1. 
/z(t) = lot has z-transform - . 

0.-", q 

The construction of the polynomials P I and P2 such that P Iii + P2/2 is the inverse z-transform 

of t I qn is identical to the construction in the function INVLAP3. The coefficients of PI and P2 

are on the lists COEFI and COEF2, respectively. 

Let dbe the discriminant of q, i.e. d = at -4 a2. 

If d > 0, then 

a=-.!.. al +.!.. ..Jd, ~=-.!.. al -.!.. ..Jd 
2 2 2 2 

and therefore the inverse z-transform is 

(p P2 t (p P2 ) Iott 
1+..JdCX+ l-..Jd "" 

If d < 0, then 

a=-.!.. al +.!.. i ..J(-d) , ~=-.!.. al -.!.. i ..J(-d) 
2 2 2 2 . 

The numbers 0. and ~ are conjugate. Let, be the argument of 0.. Then a simple calculation shows 

that 

It follows that the inverse z-transform is 

PI I al t cos (t,) + _~ I al t sin(t,). 
-v(-d 

Notice that it is only in this final part of the computation that we need some arithmetic with irra

tionals when the coefficients of t and q are rationals. 

12.4 FUNCTION ZINV3 (TERM, % local % T, Q, Qt, N, ANS, AVX, COEFl, COEF2, 

FUl, FU2, LSTl, LST2, POL, POLl, POL2~ A, A2, AI, AO, B, BI, BO, D, F, M, TI, TO), 

T: FIRST (TERM), Q: SECOND (TERM), N: THIRD (TERM), 

A: THIRD (Q), 

Q: MULT (Q, LIST (lIA», 
T: MULT (T, LIST (1tA AN», 
Ql: DIF(Q), 

A2: FIRST (Q), AI: SECOND (Q), 

D: Al*AI-4 A2, 

WHEN SIGN (D) = 0, LIST (LIST ('(1), 'INY, TERM» EXIT, 

POLl: LIST (AI, 2), POL2: '(1,0), 
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LSTI: LIST (POLl), LST2: LIST (POL2), M: 1, 

LOOP 

WHEN M= NEXIT, 

POLl: PLUS (MULT (POLl. Ql), MULT (DIF (POLl), Q), M), 

POLl: MULT (poLl, '(1 0», 
POL2: PLUS (MULT (pOL2, QI), MULT (DIF (pOL2), Q), M), 

POL2: MULT (poL2, '(1 0», 
PUSH (pOLl, LSTl), PUSH (POL2. LST2), 

M:M+l 

ENDLOOP, 

LOOP 

WHENT = '(0) EXIT, 

T: DIV (T, Q), 

A VX: SECOND (T), T: FIRST (T), 

BLOCK 

WHEN ONE (LENGTH (A VX», 

TI: 0, TO: FIRST (AVX) EXIT, 

Tl: FIRST (AVX), TO: SECOND (A VX) 

ENDBLOCK, 

POLl: DIV (poP (LSTl), Q), 

A VX: SECOND (POLl). POLl: FIRST (POLl), 

BLOCK 

WHEN ONE (LENGTH (A VX», 

AI: 0, AO: FIRST (AVX) EXIT. 

AI: FIRST (A VX), AO: SECOND (A VX) 

ENDBLOCK, 

POL2: DIV (poP (LST2), Q), 

A VX: SECOND (POL2), POL2: FIRST (POL2), 

BLOCK 

WHEN ONE (LENGTH (AVX», 

B I: 0, BO: FIRST (A VX) EXIT, 

BI: FIRST (A VX), BO: SECOND (AVX) 

ENDBLOCK, 

A: (TOBI - Tl BO) I(AO Bl - Al BO). 

B: (AOTI - Al TO) I (AO Bl - At BO). 

PUSH (A, COEFI), PUSH (B, COEF2), 

T: PLUS (poLl, T. A), 

T: PLUS (POL2, T, B), 

N:N -1 

ENDLOOP. 

LOOP 
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WHEN ZERO (N) EXIT, 

PUSH (,0, COEFI), PUSH (,0, COEF2), 

N:N-I 

ENDLOOP, 

COEF1: REMO (REVERSE (COEF1), 

COEF2: REMO (REVERSE (COEF2», 

A2: FIRST (Q), AI: SECOND (Q), 

BLOCK 

WHEN SIGN (D) :::: l, 

A: -Al/2 + D"(l/2)/2, B: -AI/2 - D"(1/2)/2, 

BLOCK 

WREN A= I, 

FUl: '«(1) 1), FU2: LIST ('EXPT, B) EXIT, 

WRENB= 1, 

FUl: LIST (,EXPT, A), FU2: '«(1) 1) EXIT, 

FUl: LIST (,EXPT, A), FU2: LIST (,EXPT, B) 

ENDBLOCK, 

PUSH (PLUS (COEF1, COEF2, 1/D"(1/2», FU1), 

PUSH (pLUS (COEFl, COEF2, -1/D"(1/2», FU2) 

EXIT, 

D: - D, A: A2"(I/2), F: - Al/2/A, 

BLOCK 

WREN F = 0, F: 'PI/2 EXIT, 

WHEN F = -1/2, F: 2 'PI/3 EXIT, 

WHEN F = 1/2, F: 'PI/3 EXIT, 

WREN F = -3"(1/2)/2, F: 5 'PI/6 EXIT, 

WHEN F = 3"(1/2)/2. F: 'PI/6 EXIT, 

WHEN F = -2"(1/2)/2, F: 3 'PI/4 EXIT, 

WHEN F = r(1/2)/2, F: 'PI/4 EXIT, 

F: ACS (F) 

ENDBLOCK, 

BLOCK 

WHEN A = 1, 

FUl: LIST ('COS, F). 

FU2: LIST (,SIN, F) EXIT, 

FUl: LIST (,EX COS, LIST (A, F», 
FU2: LIST CEXSIN, LIST (A, F» 
ENDBLOCK, 

PUSH (MULT (COEFl, '(2», FUl), 

PUSH (MULT (COEF2, LIST (2*D"(l/2)/D», FU2) 

ENDBLOCK, 



BLOCK 

WHEN FIRST (PUt) = '(0) EXIT, 

PUSH (FU], ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

BLOCK 

WHEN FIRST (FU2) = '(0) EXIT. 

PUSH (FU2. ANS) 

ENDBLOCK, 

ANS 

ENDFUN$ 
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13. Index of functions 

All functions not mentioned in this list are MuMath-functions. 

CLRSCRN 3.3 MENU 3.6 
DECOMP 6.6 MULT 4.4 

DIP 4.7 NUMB 6.3 
DIV 4.5 PARFRAC 7.1 
DRIVER 3.1 PLUS 4.3 

ENTER 6.7 POLETEST 9.1 

EUCLIDES 4.9 PREXP 5.2 

EVALATN 4.13 PRlNTFU 5.4 

EVALLOG 4.l4 PRINTLIST 5.1 

EVALPOL 4.11 PRINTRAT 5.3 

EVALRAT 4.12 RATFU 6.4 

EVALUATE 9.3 REMO 4.l 

EXP 4.6 RUN 3.5 

FACT 4.2 SIGN 4.10 

INPUT 6.1 SIMPLOG 4.15 

INT 4.8 SUBST 6.8 

INTEGRATE 8.1 SYNTAX 6.2 

INTTERM 8.2 USE 3.2 

KEY 3.4 ZBACK 12.1 

LAPINV2 11.2 ZEROPOL 9.2 

LAPINV3 11.3 ZINVI 12.2 

LAPLACE 11.1 ZINV2 12.3 

LlSTCOEF 6.5 ZINV3 12.4 

LOGLIM 9.4 
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